
Learning About God

The God Who Would Be Known
Recently my wife and I took a few hours off to visit a local
nature preserve. You know how quiet and peaceful that can be.
Imagine you’re out there in nature enjoying your walk, and
talking with . . . God. That’s what Adam and Eve did, wasn’t
it?

We don’t walk and talk with God the same way Adam and Eve did,
but the God of the universe Who holds our very existence in
His hand wants to show Himself to us as well; He wants us to
know Him. He not only wants us to know Him, though; He wants
us to know about Him.

Sometimes  Christians  will  say  they  don’t  need  a  lot  of
doctrine;  they  just  want  to  know  God  personally,  to  just
experience Him, without complicating things by adding all that
theological gobbledy-gook. With a little bit of reflection,
however, one can see how important knowing about God is to
knowing God.

If my wife were to try to talk to me about her interests or
desires or anything about herself, and I were to say, “You
know, dear, I hate to get confused with all that information.
I just want to experience your presence; I just want to relate
to you personally,” you might understand if she experienced
some confusion! What does it mean to “know” someone in our
experience without knowing things about the person? The most
it could mean is that I just want the feelings that come with
being near someone I love.

My  own  joy  in  her  presence,  however,  rests  on  certain
knowledge about her. How much joy would any of us experience
in the presence of, say, a known axe-murderer?! It’s amazing
what a little knowledge can do for one’s “experience!”
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Resisting any knowledge about my wife would also indicate that
I don’t really have much interest in her; I’m only concerned
with myself and my experience. What greater way is there to
let someone know you really care and are interested than to
want to learn about him or her?

Have I convinced you of the need to know about God in order to
truly know God? If so, I hope you’ll invest some time in
studying  theology.  You  needn’t  read  a  massive  work  on
systematic theology. A writer whose work I’m benefiting from
is Alister McGrath. He’s a well-respected theologian who makes
theology accessible for the layperson. R.C. Sproul and J. I.
Packer are two others from whose writings you would benefit.
In fact, Packer’s popular book, Knowing God, would be a great
place to start.

You  might  still  be  hesitant  because  you  know  that  it’s
possible to substitute the “knowing about” for the “knowing
personally.” How can we let what we know about God feed our
personal knowledge of Him? Listen to this suggestion from J.
I. Packer: “The rule for doing this is demanding but simple.
It is that we turn each truth that we learn about God into
matter for meditation before God, leading to prayer and praise
to God.”(1)

In this essay we’ll just touch on a few subjects of importance
in  knowing  about  God:  revelation;  the  Trinity;  God’s
sovereignty; and idolatry. I hope this will be helpful to you
as you continue the wonderful journey of knowing God.

The God Who Can Be Known
In  a  debate  on  the  existence  of  God  between  Christian
philosopher J.P. Moreland and atheist philosopher Kai Nielsen,
Nielsen  argued  that,  for  the  educated  person,  “it  is
irrational  to  believe  in  God.”(2)  Why?  Because  there  is
nothing in our experience to refer to when we say “God” that
gives meaning to the word. If we want to argue, for example,



that a certain table exists, we can point to the table or we
can describe it in terms we understand. Since we can’t point
to God and we can’t understand what God is in Himself, we
can’t talk about Him meaningfully, Nielsen says.

So, where does this leave Christians? Does it leave us with an
irrational faith? Can we know about God? If so, how so?

We are able to know God because of revelation. Revelation
means “disclosure.” As New Testament scholar Leon Morris says,
“Revelation is not concerned with knowledge we once had but
have forgotten for the time being. Nor does it refer to the
kind of knowledge that we might attain by diligent research.
It is knowledge that comes to us from outside ourselves and
beyond our own ability to discover.”(3) The last book of the
Bible is called Revelation because it reveals the plans of God
which were otherwise unknowable.

Revelation is necessary because of the nature of God. He can’t
be seen by us (Jn. 1:18; I Tim. 6:16; I Jn. 4:12); we can’t
know his depths or His limits, Zophar told Job (Job 11:7; cf.
Rom. 11:33); and no one knows His thoughts except the Spirit
(I Cor. 2:11). Jesus said, “No one knows the Father except the
Son and anyone to whom the Son wills to reveal Him” (Mt.
11:27). Thus, if God and His ways are to be known, they must
be revealed by Him to us. As Deut. 29:29 says, “The secret
things belong to the Lord our God, but the things revealed
belong to us and to our sons forever. . .”

How has God revealed Himself to us? Rom. 1:20 says that we
know God exists through what He has made (i.e., nature). We
see the hand of God in the historical events recorded in the
Old Testament, such as the Exodus and the establishment of
Israel and the regathering of God’s people under Ezra and
Nehemiah (cf. Ps. 9:16; 77:14; Eze. 20:9). Our own conscience
bears witness through a knowledge of moral law (Rom. 2:15).
God has made Himself known specially through Jesus and through
the written Word of God (Jn. 15:15; Mt. 11:27). Recall Heb.



1:1,2: “In the past God spoke to our forefathers through the
prophets at many times and in various ways, but in these last
days he has spoken to us by His Son.”

Through revelation we know of God’s glory (Is. 40:5), His
righteousness (Is. 56:1), and His righteous judgment (Rom.
2:5). We know his plans (cf. Dan. 2:28,29; Eph. 3:3-6) and
what He desires of us (cf. Micah 6:8). Even the message of the
Gospel is referred to as a mystery now made known (Mt. 13:35;
Rom. 16:25; I Cor. 2:7; Eph. 3:3-6).

If  atheists  like  Prof.  Nielsen  refuse  to  acknowledge  the
reality of God, that doesn’t negate what we know to be true.
Our belief in God doesn’t depend upon the confirmation of
others. Besides, God has made Himself known in a tangible way
in  Jesus  as  well  as  in  nature,  history,  conscience  and
Scripture. At the day of judgment, those who rely upon the
excuse  “Not  enough  evidence!”  will  be  in  for  an  awful
surprise. God has revealed Himself, and we can know Him.

The Trinity
There’s probably no more baffling doctrine taught in Scripture
than that of the Trinity. Christians say that God is three in
one. How can that be? How can there be one God, and yet we
name three persons– Father, Son, and Spirit–as God?

Attempts have been made to find some comparison in our own
experience that can make this truth understandable, but they
all fail at some point. Some say the Trinity might be like
steam, water and ice–three forms which H2O takes. But this
analogy fails because the same quantity of H2O doesn’t assume
all three forms at one time. The analogy of an egg also fails
because  the  three  components–yolk,  white  and  shell–are
completely different. God isn’t three separate parts in one
unit. The Bible teaches that there is only one God, and that
He is unified in His being. It also teaches that there is God
the Father, God the Son, and God the Spirit, distinct from one



another,  all  existing  at  the  same  time.  One  being,  three
persons. A mystery, for sure, but not a contradiction.

Theologian Alister McGrath offers a helpful illustration. If a
scientist takes a sample of air for some kind of testing, he
has real air in his sample but not all of the air. He just has
a sample, but he expects that what can be found in the rest of
the air can be found in the sample; they are identical in
nature. As McGrath says, “Jesus allows us to sample God.”(4)
When  people  saw  Jesus,  they  saw  God.  This  is  a  better
illustration,  but  it  still  isn’t  perfect.

Is  this  doctrine  important?  As  McGrath  notes,  it  is  the
foundational reality underlying our belief that “God was in
Christ reconciling the world to Himself” (II Cor. 5:19). God
could  reach  out  to  us  effectively  because  He  reached  out
Himself. It was God in Christ who acted on our behalf; it
wasn’t some mere human emissary who brought us a good word
from God. And it is the Holy Spirit–God again–who continues to
minister in us while we wait for the glory which is to come.

The  doctrine  of  the  Trinity  isn’t  only  a  difficulty  for
Christians: it’s also a favorite target of critics who seek to
undermine our faith by finding flaws in it. Apart from the
logical question of how one God can be three persons, critics
also point to the fact that it was centuries after Christ that
the doctrine was formulated. They say it was an invention of
the church.

It shouldn’t seem surprising that there was a delay in the
development of the doctrine of the Trinity. As noted earlier,
it’s the theological explanation of the teaching that was
present  from  the  beginning,  that  “God  was  in  Christ
reconciling the world to Himself.” As the church came under
attack and as Christians thought through scriptural teaching,
they  gradually  developed  fuller  and  more  sophisticated
doctrines. They weren’t making up new beliefs; they were more
fully explaining what they already believed.



The  doctrine  of  the  Trinity  is  a  necessary  component  of
Christian belief. Any description of God which doesn’t include
all that this doctrine includes is inadequate. Far from being
theologically burdensome, the doctrine of the Trinity is an
essential part of Christianity.

The Sovereignty of God
Along with the doctrine of the Trinity, an issue that is
equally baffling is that of God’s sovereignty and man’s free
will. The Bible indicates that God is fully in control of this
universe, yet it also makes clear that we have real freedom.
Our decisions are significant. Our prayers, for example, do
make a difference. How can we be free and our actions be
meaningful while God determines the course of history?

In recent years a view of God called the “open view” has
gained a hearing among evangelicals. According to this view,
“God does not control everything that happens.”(5) God often
changes His plans to meet the changing situation brought about
by our decisions and actions. As one writer says, “God’s will
is not the ultimate explanation for everything that happens; .
.  .  history  is  the  combined  result  of  what  God  and  his
creatures decide to do.”(6) Among other things, this means
that God doesn’t know everything that is going to happen in
the future; He is learning as we are.(7)

What do we learn from Scripture about this subject? First, we
learn that God is unchanging in His being and perfections or
attributes. In Malachi 3:6 God says “For I, the Lord, do not
change; therefore you, O sons of Jacob, are not consumed.”
James tells us that in God “there is no variation or shifting
shadow.” (Jam. 1:17)

Second, we learn that God is unchanging in His purposes. “The
counsel of the Lord stands forever, the plans of His heart
from generation to generation,” says Ps. 33:11. In Is. 46:9-11
God says clearly that what He has planned from long ago He



will bring about.

Third, we learn that God knows the future already. Is. 46:10
says He “[declares] the end from the beginning.”

While acknowledging God’s control of history leading to His
own ends, we must also acknowledge that He does respond to our
actions and petitions. In Gen. 6 we read that God was “grieved
in His heart” that He had made man, so He acted to wipe out
everyone except Noah and his family. In Numbers 14 we read of
a time when God said He would wipe out the Israelites, but He
relented after Moses interceded for the people.

What are we to make of this? As writer Mark Hanna has noted,
we tend to make adjustments in our theology to compensate for
this tension between God’s sovereignty and our free will. To
do  this,  however,  only  creates  problems  elsewhere  in  our
theology. What we must do is leave the tension where the Bible
does.(8)

Why is the reality of God’s sovereign control important? It’s
because God is unchanging in His being that we can trust Him
to be “the same yesterday, today, and forever” (Heb. 13:8).
It’s because God has knowledge of the future which is settled
that predictive prophecy is possible. It’s because God knows
in advance what people will do that he isn’t blind-sided by
evil. Thus we can trust Him to know what is ahead of us; our
future is ultimately in His hands, not the hands of people.

Although some people have theological problems with this, for
others the problem might be personal. In other words, maybe we
just  don’t  like  the  idea  that  anyone  else–even  God–has
ultimate control over us. For those who are truly and joyfully
submitted to God, however, the doctrine of God’s sovereignty
and complete foreknowledge is a source of comfort, not of
annoyance.



A Jealous God
In Isaiah 44 we read about a man who makes an idol from a
tree. Part of the tree he worships; he calls on it to deliver
him. The other part he burns for cooking and for warming
himself. Isaiah 44:19 shows the ridiculousness of what he is
doing with these words:

No one recalls, nor is there knowledge or understanding to
say, “I have burned half of it in the fire and also have
baked bread over its coals. I roast meat and eat it. Then I
make the rest of it into an abomination, I fall down before a
block of wood!”

Idolatry is setting something up in place of God. Paul sums it
up in one simple phrase: “For they exchanged the truth of God
for a lie, and worshiped and served the creature rather than
the Creator, who is blessed forever” (Rom. 1:25). Those things
to which we devote ourselves and which end up ruling our
lives, thus taking precedence over God, become our idols.

Writer Richard Keyes speaks of nearby idols which give us a
sense of control over our lives, things as ordinary as a clean
house or even a stamp collection. Keyes also speaks about
faraway idols, those things that give a sense of meaning to
our lives such as financial security or progress in science.
Nearby idols give us an immediate sense of security; they’re
substitutes for the immanent activity of God in our lives.
Faraway idols give us a sense of purpose and meaning; in them
we put our hope. They are substitutes for the transcendent
rule of God over our world.(9)

In response to the unfaithfulness of the Israelites, God often
revealed Himself to be a jealous God. “They have made Me
jealous with what is not God,” He said. “They have provoked Me
to  anger  with  their  idols”  (Deut.  32:21).  Why  would  God
respond this way? Because first, God deserves all glory, for



all good things come from Him (Jam. 1:17). And second, because
created things can’t do what God can and wants to do for us.
In Is. 42 we read: “Thus says God the Lord, Who created the
heavens and stretched them out, Who spread out the earth and
its offspring, Who gives breath to the people on it and spirit
to those who walk in it. . . . ‘I am the Lord, that is My
name; I will not give My glory to another, nor My praise to
graven images.'” (42:5-8). He is the creator and life- giver.
There is no one and nothing like Him.

In contrast to this, idols are created, they aren’t eternal,
and  they  are  incapable  of  providing  what  we  really  need.
Theologian Carl Henry brings to mind Elijah and the prophets
of Ba’al when he refers to idols as “the false gods who never
show.”(10) Ba’al couldn’t respond to his prophets no matter
how much they shouted and danced and prayed (I Ki. 18:17-40).
As the psalm writer said, “They have mouths, but they cannot
speak;  They  have  eyes,  but  they  cannot  see”  (115:5).  The
problem is that idols by nature are not gods at all (Jer.
2:11; 5:7; Acts 19:26; Gal. 4:8). Thus it is that when such
things as money or power or athletic prowess become our idols,
we find that they cannot deliver us from everything that would
destroy us.

We began this essay talking about the God Who would be known.
To set up an idol in His place is to reject what He has told
us about Himself and His desires. Today there are many other
gods  which  call  for  our  allegiance.  We  must  continually
recommit ourselves to the One Who won’t share His glory with
others.
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One of the tasks of Christian apologetics is to serve as a
tool for evangelism. It is very easy, however, to stay in the
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realm  of  ideas  and  never  confront  unbelievers  with  the
necessity of putting their faith in Christ.

One apologist who was not guilty of this was Blaise Pascal, a
seventeenth-century  mathematician,  scientist,  inventor  and
Christian  apologist.  Christ  and  the  need  for  redemption
through Him were central to Pascal’s apologetics.

There was another feature of Pascal’s thought that was, and
remains, rare in apologetics: his understanding of the human
condition as both created and fallen, and his use of that
understanding as a point of contact with unbelievers.

Peter  Kreeft,  a  modern  day  Christian  philosopher  and
apologist, says that Pascal is a man for our day. “Pascal,” he
says, “is three centuries ahead of his time. He addresses his
apologetic  to  modern  pagans,  sophisticated  skeptics,
comfortable members of the new secular intelligentsia. He is
the  first  to  realize  the  new  dechristianized,
desacramentalized world and to address it. He belongs to us. .
. . Pascal is our prophet. No one after this seventeenth-
century man has so accurately described our twentieth-century
mind.”{1}

Pascal was born June 19, 1623 in Clermont, France, and moved
to Paris in 1631. His mother died when he was three, and he
was  raised  by  his  father,  a  respected  mathematician,  who
personally directed his education.

Young Blaise took after his father in mathematics. In 1640, at
age 16, he published an essay on the sections of a cone which
was much praised.{2} Between 1642 and 1644 Pascal developed a
calculating  machine  for  his  father  to  use  in  his  tax
computations.  Later,  he  “invented  the  syringe,  refined
Torricelli’s barometer, and created the hydraulic press, an
instrument based upon the principles which came to be known as
Pascal’s law” of pressure.{3} He did important work on the
problem of the vacuum, and he is also known for his work on



the calculus of probabilities.

Although a Catholic in belief and practice, after the death of
his father and the entrance of his younger sister into a
convent, Pascal entered a very worldly phase of his life.
Things changed, however, on the night of November 23, 1654,
when he underwent a remarkable conversion experience which
changed the course of his life. He joined a community of
scholars in Port-Royal, France, who were known as Jansenists.
Although he participated in the prayers and work of the group,
he didn’t become a full- fledged member himself. However, he
assisted them in a serious controversy with the Jesuits, and
some  of  his  writings  on  their  behalf  are  considered  “a
monument in the evolution of French prose” by historians of
the language.{4}

In 1657 and 1658 Pascal wrote notes on apologetics which he
intended to organize into a book. These notes were published
after his death as the Pensees, which means “thoughts” in
French.  It  is  this  collection  of  writings  which  has
established  Pascal  in  Christian  apologetics.  This  book  is
still available today in several different versions.{5}

Pascal was a rather sickly young man, and in the latter part
of his short life he suffered from severe pain. On August 19,
1662, at the age of 39, Pascal died. His last words were “May
God never abandon me!”{6}

The Human Condition
To properly understand Pascal’s apologetics, it’s important to
recognize his motive. Pascal wasn’t interested in defending
Christianity  as  a  system  of  belief;  his  interest  was
evangelistic.  He  wanted  to  persuade  people  to  believe  in
Jesus. When apologetics has evangelism as its primary goal, it
has to take into account the condition of the people being
addressed. For Pascal the human condition was the starting
point and point of contact for apologetics.



In  his  analysis  of  man,  Pascal  focuses  on  two  very
contradictory sides of fallen human nature. Man is both noble
and wretched. Noble, because he is created in God’s image;
wretched, because he is fallen and alienated from God. In one
of his more passionate notes, Pascal says this:

What kind of freak is man! What a novelty he is, how absurd
he is, how chaotic and what a mass of contradictions, and
yet what a prodigy! He is judge of all things, yet a feeble
worm. He is repository of truth, and yet sinks into such
doubt and error. He is the glory and the scum of the
universe!{7}

Furthermore, Pascal says, we know that we are wretched. But it
is this very knowledge that shows our greatness.

Pascal says it’s important to have a right understanding of
ourselves. He says “it is equally dangerous for man to know
God without knowing his own wretchedness, and to know his own
wretchedness without knowing the Redeemer who can free him
from it.” Thus, our message must be that “there is a God whom
men can know, and that there is a corruption in their nature
which renders them unworthy of Him.”{8} This prepares the
unbeliever  to  hear  about  the  Redeemer  who  reconciles  the
sinner with the Creator.

Pascal  says  that  people  know  deep  down  that  there  is  a
problem, but we resist slowing down long enough to think about
it. He says:
Rick Wade examines the contemporary
relevance of the apologetics of Blaise Pascal, a 17th century
mathematician,  scientist,  inventor,  and  Christian
apologist.Man finds nothing so intolerable as to be in a state
of  complete  rest,  without  passions,  without  occupation,
without diversion, without effort. Then he faces his nullity,
loneliness, inadequacy, dependence, helplessness, emptiness.
And  at  once  there  wells  up  from  the  depths  of  his  soul
boredom, gloom, depression, chagrin, resentment, despair.{9}



Pascal says there are two ways people avoid thinking about
such matters: diversion and indifference. Regarding diversion,
he says we fill up our time with relatively useless activities
simply to avoid facing the truth of our wretchedness. “The
natural  misfortune  of  our  mortality  and  weakness  is  so
miserable,” he says, “that nothing can console us when we
really think about it. . . . The only good thing for man,
therefore, is to be diverted so that he will stop thinking
about  his  circumstances.”  Business,  gambling,  and
entertainment are examples of things which keep us busy in
this way.{10}

The other response to our condition is indifference. The most
important question we can ask is What happens after death?
Life is but a few short years, and death is forever. Our state
after death should be of paramount importance, shouldn’t it?
But the attitude people take is this:
Just as I doRick Wade examines the contemporary
relevance of the apologetics of Blaise Pascal, a 17th century
mathematician, scientist, inventor, and Christian apologist.
not know where I came from, so I do not know where I am going.
All I know is that when I leave this world I shall fall
forever into oblivion, or into the hands of an angry God,
without knowing which of the two will be my lot for eternity.
Such is my state of mind, full of weakness and uncertainty.
The only conclusion I can draw from all this is that I must
pass my days without a thought of trying to find out what is
going to happen to me.{11}

Pascal is appalled that people think this way, and he wants to
shake people out of their stupor and make them think about
eternity. Thus, the condition of man is his starting point for
moving people toward a genuine knowledge of God.

Knowledge of the Heart
Pascal lived in the age of the rise of rationalism. Revelation
had fallen on hard times; man’s reason was now the final



source for truth. In the realm of religious belief many people
exalted  reason  and  adopted  a  deistic  view  of  God.  Some,
however, became skeptics. They doubted the competence of both
revelation and reason.

Although Pascal couldn’t side with the skeptics, neither would
he go the way of the rationalists. Instead of arguing that
revelation  was  a  better  source  of  truth  than  reason,  he
focused on the limitations of reason itself. (I should stop
here  to  note  that  by  reason  Pascal  meant  the  reasoning
process. He did not deny the true powers of reason; he was,
after  all,  a  scientist  and  mathematician.)  Although  the
advances in science increased man’s knowledge, it also made
people aware of how little they knew. Thus, through our reason
we  realize  that  reason  itself  has  limits.  “Reason’s  last
step,” Pascal said, “is the recognition that there are an
infinite  number  of  things  which  are  beyond  it.”{12}  Our
knowledge  is  somewhere  between  certainty  and  complete
ignorance, Pascal believed.{13} The bottom line is that we
need to know when to affirm something as true, when to doubt,
and when to submit to authority.{14}

Besides the problem of our limited knowledge, Pascal also
noted how our reason is easily distracted by our senses and
hindered by our passions.{15} “The two so-called principles of
truth*reason and the senses*are not only not genuine but are
engaged in mutual deception. Through false appearances the
senses deceive reason. And just as they trick the soul, they
are in turn tricked by it. It takes its revenge. The senses
are  influenced  by  the  passions  which  produce  false
impressions.”{16} Things sometimes appear to our senses other
than they really are, such as the way a stick appears bent
when put in water. Our emotions or passions also influence how
we think about things. And our imagination, which Pascal says
is our dominant faculty{17}, often has precedence over our
reason. A bridge suspended high over a ravine might be wide
enough and sturdy enough, but our imagination sees us surely



falling off.

So,  our  finiteness,  our  senses,  our  passions,  and  our
imagination can adversely influence our powers of reason. But
Pascal believed that people really do know some things to be
true  even  if  they  cannot  account  for  it  rationally.  Such
knowledge comes through another channel, namely, the heart.

This brings us to what is perhaps the best known quotation of
Pascal:  “The  heart  has  its  reasons  which  reason  does  not
know.”{18}  In  other  words,  there  are  times  that  we  know
something  is  true  but  we  did  not  come  to  that  knowledge
through  logical  reasoning,  neither  can  we  give  a  logical
argument to support that belief.

For Pascal, the heart is “the `intuitive’ mind” rather than
“the  `geometrical’  (calculating,  reasoning)  mind.”{19}  For
example, we know when we aren’t dreaming. But we can’t prove
it rationally. However, this only proves that our reason has
weaknesses; it does not prove that our knowledge is completely
uncertain. Furthermore, our knowledge of such first principles
as space, time, motion, and number is certain even though
known by the heart and not arrived at by reason. In fact,
reason bases its arguments on such knowledge.{20} Knowledge of
the heart and knowledge of reason might be arrived at in
different  ways,  but  they  are  both  valid.  And  neither  can
demand that knowledge coming through the other should submit
to its own dictates.

The Knowledge of God
If  reason  is  limited  in  its  understanding  of  the  natural
order, knowledge of God can be especially troublesome. “If
natural things are beyond [reason],” Pascal said, “what are we
to say about supernatural things?”{21}

There are several factors which hinder our knowledge of God.
As noted before, we are limited by our finitude. How can the



finite understand the infinite?{22} Another problem is that we
cannot see clearly because we are in the darkness of sin. Our
will is turned away from God, and our reasoning abilities are
also adversely affected.

There is another significant limitation on our knowledge of
God. Referring to Isaiah 8:17 and 45:15{23}, Pascal says that
as a result of our sin God deliberately hides Himself (“hides”
in the sense that He doesn’t speak}. One reason He does this
is to test our will. Pascal says, “God wishes to move the will
rather than the mind. Perfect clarity would help the mind and
harm the will.” God wants to “humble [our] pride.”{24}

But God doesn’t remain completely hidden; He is both hidden
and revealed. “If there were no obscurity,” Pascal says, “man
would not feel his corruption: if there were no light man
could not hope for a cure.”{25}

God not only hides Himself to test our will; He also does it
so that we can only come to Him through Christ, not by working
through  some  logical  proofs.  “God  is  a  hidden  God,”  says
Pascal, ” and . . . since nature was corrupted [God] has left
men  to  their  blindness,  from  which  they  can  escape  only
through Jesus Christ, without whom all communication with God
is broken off. Neither knoweth any man the Father save the
Son,  and  he  to  whosoever  the  Son  will  reveal  him.”{26}
Pascal’s  apologetic  is  decidedly  Christocentric.  True
knowledge of God isn’t mere intellectual assent to the reality
of a divine being. It must include a knowledge of Christ
through whom God revealed Himself. He says:

All who have claimed to know God and to prove his existence
without Jesus Christ have done so ineffectively. . . . Apart
from  him,  and  without  Scripture,  without  original  sin,
without the necessary Mediator who was promised and who
came, it is impossible to prove absolutely that God exists,
or to teach sound doctrine and sound morality. But through
and in Jesus Christ we can prove God’s existence, and teach



both doctrine and morality.{27}

If we do not know Christ, we cannot understand God as the
judge and the redeemer of sinners. It is a limited knowledge
that doesn’t do any good. As Pascal says, “That is why I am
not trying to prove naturally the existence of God, or indeed
the Trinity, or the immortality of the soul or anything of
that kind. This is not just because I do not feel competent to
find natural arguments that will convince obdurate atheists,
but because such knowledge, without Christ, is useless and
empty.”  A  person  with  this  knowledge  has  not  “made  much
progress toward his salvation.”{28} What Pascal wants to avoid
is proclaiming a deistic God who stands remote and expects
from us only that we live good, moral lives. Deism needs no
redeemer.

But  even  in  Christ,  God  has  not  revealed  Himself  so
overwhelmingly that people cannot refuse to believe. In the
last days God will be revealed in a way that everyone will
have to acknowledge Him. In Christ, however, God was still
hidden enough that people who didn’t want what was good would
not have it forced upon them. Thus, “there is enough light for
those who desire only to see, and enough darkness for those of
a contrary disposition.”{29}

There is still one more issue which is central to Pascal’s
thinking about the knowledge of God. He says that no one can
come to know God apart from faith. This is a theme of central
importance for Pascal; it clearly sets him apart from other
apologists of his day. Faith is the knowledge of the heart
that only God gives. “It is the heart which perceives God and
not the reason,” says Pascal. “That is what faith is: God
perceived by the heart, not by the reason.”{30} “By faith we
know he exists,” he says.{31} “Faith is different from proof.
One is human and the other a gift of God. . . . This is the
faith that God himself puts into our hearts. . . .”{32} Pascal
continues, “We shall never believe with an effective belief
and  faith  unless  God  inclines  our  hearts.  Then  we  shall



believe as soon as he inclines them.”{33}

To emphasize the centrality of heart knowledge in Pascal’s
thinking,  I  deliberately  left  off  the  end  of  one  of  the
sentences above. Describing the faith God gives, Pascal said,
“This is the faith that God himself puts into our hearts,
often using proof as the instrument.”{34}

This is rather confusing. Pascal says non-believers are in
darkness, so proofs will only find obscurity.{35} He notes
that “no writer within the canon [of Scripture] has ever used
nature to prove the existence of God. They all try to help
people believe in him.”{36} He also expresses astonishment at
Christians who begin their defense by making a case for the
existence of God.

Their enterprise would cause me no surprise if they were
addressing the arguments to the faithful, for those with
living faith in their hearts can certainly see at once that
everything which exists is entirely the work of the God they
worship. But for those in whom this light has gone out and
in who we are trying to rekindle it, people deprived of
faith and grace, . . . to tell them, I say, that they have
only to look at the least thing around them and they will
see in it God plainly revealed; to give them no other proof
of this great and weighty matter than the course of the moon
and the planets; to claim to have completed the proof with
such an argument; this is giving them cause to think that
the proofs of our religion are indeed feeble. . . . This is
not how Scripture speaks, with its better knowledge of the
things of God.{37}

But  now  Pascal  says  that  God  often  uses  proofs  as  the
instrument of faith. He also says in one place, “The way of
God, who disposes all things with gentleness, is to instil
[sic] religion into our minds with reasoned arguments and into
our hearts with grace. . . .”{38}



The explanation for this tension can perhaps be seen in the
types of proofs Pascal uses. Pascal won’t argue from nature.
Rather he’ll point to evidences such as the marks of divinity
within man, and those which affirm Christ’s claims, such as
prophecies  and  miracles,  the  most  important  being
prophecies.{39} He also speaks of Christian doctrine “which
gives  a  reason  for  everything,”  the  establishment  of
Christianity despite its being so contrary to nature, and the
testimony  of  the  apostles  who  could  have  been  neither
deceivers nor deceived.{40} So Pascal does believe there are
positive evidences for belief. Although he does not intend to
give reasons for everything, neither does he expect people to
agree without having a reason.{41}

Nonetheless,  even  evidences  such  as  these  do  not  produce
saving faith. He says, “The prophecies of Scripture, even the
miracles and proofs of our faith, are not the kind of evidence
that are absolutely convincing. . . . There is . . . enough
evidence to condemn and yet not enough to convince. . . .”
People who believe do so by grace; those who reject the faith
do so because of their lusts. Reason isn’t the key.{42}

Pascal  says  that,  while  our  faith  has  the  strongest  of
evidences in favor of it, “it is not for these reasons that
people adhere to it. . . . What makes them believe,” he says,
” is the cross.” At which point he quotes 1 Corinthians 1:17:
“Lest the cross of Christ be emptied of its power.”{43}

The Wager
The question that demands to be answered, of course, is this:
If our reason is inadequate to find God, even through valid
evidences, how does one find God? Says Pascal:

Let us then examine the point and say: “Either God exists,
or he does not.” But which of the alternatives shall we
choose?  Reason  cannot  decide  anything.  Infinite  chaos
separates us. At the far end of this infinite distance a



coin is being spun which will come down heads or tails. How
will you bet? Reason cannot determine how you will choose,
nor can reason defend your position of choice.{44}

At this point Pascal challenges us to accept his wager. Simply
put, the wager says we should bet on Christianity because the
rewards are infinite if it’s true, while the losses will be
insignificant if it’s false.{45} If it’s true and you have
rejected it, you’ve lost everything. However, if it’s false
but you have believed it, at least you’ve led a good life and
you haven’t lost anything. Of course, the best outcome is if
one believes Christianity to be true and it turns out that it
is!

But the unbeliever might say it’s better not to choose at all.
Not so, says Pascal. You’re going to live one way or the
other, believing in God or not believing in God; you can’t
remain in suspended animation. You must choose.

In response the unbeliever might say that everything in him
works against belief. “I am being forced to gamble and I am
not free,” he says, “for they will not let me go. I have been
made in such a way that I cannot help disbelieving. So what do
you expect me to do?”{46} After all, Pascal has said that
faith comes from God, not from us.

Pascal says our inability to believe is a problem of the
emotions  or  passions.  Don’t  try  to  convince  yourself  by
examining  more  proofs  and  evidences,  he  says,  “but  by
controlling your emotions.” You want to believe but don’t know
how. So follow the examples of those who “were once in bondage
but who now are prepared to risk their whole life. . . .
Follow the way by which they began. They simply behaved as
though they believed” by participating in various Christian
rituals. And what can be the harm? “You will be faithful,
honest,  humble,  grateful,  full  of  good  works,  a  true  and
genuine friend. . . . I assure you that you will gain in this
life, and that with every step you take along this way, you



will realize you have bet on something sure and infinite which
has cost you nothing.”{47}

Remember that Pascal sees faith as a gift from God, and he
believes that God will show Himself to whomever sincerely
seeks Him.{48} By taking him up on the wager and putting
yourself in a place where you are open to God, God will give
you faith. He will give you sufficient light to know what is
really true.

Scholars have argued over the validity of Pascal’s wager for
centuries.  In  this  writer’s  opinion,  it  has  significant
weaknesses. What about all the other religions, one of which
could (in the opinion of the unbeliever) be true?

However, the idea is an intriguing one. Pascal’s assertion
that one must choose seems reasonable. Even if such a wager
cannot have the kind of mathematical force Pascal seemed to
think, it could work to startle the unbeliever into thinking
more seriously about the issue. The important thing here is to
challenge people to choose, and to choose the right course.

Summary
Pascal began his apologetics with an analysis of the human
condition drawn from the experience of the new, modern man. He
showed what a terrible position man is in, and he argued that
man is not capable of finding all the answers through reason.
He insisted that the deistic approach to God was inadequate,
and proclaimed Christ whose claims found support in valid
evidences such as prophecies and miracles. He then called
people to press through the emotional bonds which kept them
separate from God and put themselves in a place where they
could find God, or rather be found by Him.

Is Blaise Pascal a man for our times? Whether or not you agree
with the validity of Pascal’s wager or some other aspect of
his apologetics, I think we can gain some valuable insights



from his ideas. His description of man as caught between his
own  nobility  and  baseness  while  trying  to  avoid  looking
closely at his condition certainly rings true of twentieth-
century man. His insistence on keeping the concrete truth of
Christ at the center keeps his apologetics tied to the central
theme of Christianity, namely, that our identity is found in
Jesus, where there is room for neither pride nor despair, and
that in Jesus we can come to a true knowledge of God. For
apart from the knowledge of Christ, all the speculation in the
world about God will do little good.
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The  Relevance  of
Christianity: An Apologetic
Rick Wade develops and defends the relevancy of Christianity,
encouraging  believers  to  find  points  of  contact  with  an
unbelieving world.

This article is also available in Spanish. 

Christianity and Human Experience
In his book, Intellectuals Don’t Need God and Other Modern
Myths, theologian Alister McGrath tells about his friend’s
stamp-collecting hobby. His friend, he says, “is perfectly
capable of telling me everything I could possibly want to know
about the watermarks of stamps issued during the reign of
Queen  Victoria  by  the  Caribbean  islands  of  Trinidad  and
Tobago. And while I have no doubt about the truth of what he
is telling me, I cannot help but feel that it is an utter
irrelevance to my life.”{1}

Christianity strikes many people the same way, McGrath says.
They simply see no need for a religion that is 2000 years old
and has had its day. How is it relevant to them?

One of the duties of Christian apologetics is that of making a
case  for  the  faith.  We  can  prepare  ourselves  for  such
opportunities by memorizing many facts about our faith, such
as evidences for the reliability of the Bible and the truth of
the resurrection. We can learn logical arguments such as those
for  the  existence  of  God  or  the  logical  consistency  of
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Christian  doctrines.  While  these  are  important  components,
such things can seem very remote from people today. They will
not  do  much  good  in  our  apologetics  if  people  are  not
listening.

This is why some Christian thinkers are now saying that before
we can show Christianity to be credible, we must first make it
plausible. In other words, we must get people’s attention
first by bringing Christianity–at least in their thinking–into
the position of being possibly true.{2} We need to find those
points of contact with people that will encourage them to want
to listen.

Why do we need to begin at such a basic level? A few reasons
come to mind. First, many people think religion has nothing
important to say regarding our public activities. So, in our
daily lives religion is only allowed a minor role at best.
This attitude quickly affects how we view our private lives as
well.  Second,  many  people  hold  that  science  is  the  only
worthwhile source of meaningful knowledge. This often–although
not necessarily–leads to a naturalistic worldview or at least
causes  people  to  think  like  naturalists.  Scientism  and
naturalism seem to go hand-in-hand. Thus, in order to get a
person’s attention, the first step we might need to take is to
show him how Christianity applies to his life’s experience.{3}

Even  though  we  are  physically  better  off  because  of  our
scientific knowledge applied through various technologies, are
we better off all around than before we had such things? I am
not  deriding  the  benefit  of  science  and  technology;  I  am
simply wondering about our spiritual and moral health. Our
society is trying to find itself. This is clearly seen in
current debates over important ethical and social issues. At
the root of our culture wars is the question, Who are we, and
what are we to be about? The age-old questions continue to
haunt us: Where did I come from? Why am I here? What am I
supposed to be doing? Where am I going? With the loss of his
exalted  place  in  the  universe  following  the  loss  of  a



Christian world view, man now wonders what his place is. Am I
significant in a universe that sees me as just one more piece
of  cosmic  dust?  Is  there  any  intrinsic  meaning  to  my
existence? Or must I determine for myself what my place and
role will be?

In addition to apologetic arguments from logic and factual
evidence, we should also be prepared to answer questions such
as these. We need to let people know that in Christ are found
answers to the major issues of life. By doing this, we can
engage people where they really live. We can show them that
God is not some abstract force separated from the concerns of
life,  but  “is  intimately  related  to  personal  and  human
needs.”{4} As one writer put it, “God must be shown to be
necessitated  or  justified  by  practical  or  existential
thinking.”{5}

In this article I will address these three issues: meaning,
morality,  and  hope.{7}  offers  and  contrast  it  with  the
Christian view.

The Matter of Meaning
Let us begin with the matter of meaning. The question What is
the meaning of life? might not be one which most people give
serious attention to. But a similar question is often heard,
namely, What’s the point? When we look for the significance or
the point of our activities, we are wondering about their
meaning.  Reflective  individuals  carry  this  idea  further,
wondering What’s the point–or what is the meaning–of it all?
Although many people would argue that life has no ultimate
meaning, most people seem to expect it to. We search for it in
creativity, in helping others, in “finding ourselves,” and in
a variety of other ways.

The question of meaning encompasses other questions: Where did
I come from? What is the significance of the experiences of my
life? What is my overall purpose, and what should I be doing?



Where is all this heading?

The  prevailing  view  in  the  West  today,  for  all  practical
purposes,  is  naturalism.  This  is  not  only  the  prevailing
philosophy  on  college  campuses,  but  we  have  all  been
encouraged by the successes of science to believe that if
something is not scientific, it is not reliable. Since science
investigates the natural order, we tend to see nature as all
that is really important, or even as all that exists. This is
called scientific reductionism.

However, the scientific method is capable of dealing only with
quantitative matters: How much? How big? How far? How fast?
Philosopher  Huston  Smith  has  argued  that,  for  all  the
achievements of science, it is incapable of speaking to such
important issues as values, purpose, meaning, and quality.{8}

This focus on science is not meant to pick on this discipline,
but to point out that science cannot give answers to some of
the major issues of life. Moreover, if we go so far as to
adopt naturalism as a world view, we are really in a bind, for
naturalism has no answers to give, at least to the question of
ultimate meaning. Naturalism says there was no purpose for our
coming into being; the only meaning we can have now is that
which we superimpose on our own lives; and we are all just
going back to the dust. If the universe is just a chance
accident in space and time; if living beings intrinsically are
nothing  more  than  just  so  many  molecules,  no  matter  how
marvelously arranged; if human beings are merely cousins to
trees, trapped on a planet caught somewhere “between immensity
and eternity,” as Carl Sagan said; then there is no meaning to
life that we ourselves do not give to it. Being finite, we are
by nature incapable of providing ultimate meaning.

If we should seek to establish our own meanings, what is to
guide us? By what shall we measure such things? What if that
which is meaningful to me is offensive to you? Furthermore,
what if the goals we pursue are not capable of bearing the



meaning we try to put into them? Many people strive to move up
the ladder, to attain the power and prestige that they think
will fulfill them, only to find that it’s not all it’s cracked
up to be. The possession of material goods defines many of our
lives. But how much is enough? Does the one with the most toys
when he dies really win? Or, as some have said, is it simply
that the one who dies with the most toys . . . still dies?

Thus, there is no ultimate meaning in a universe without God,
and our attempts at providing our own limited meanings often
leave us looking for more.

If naturalism is true, we should be able to shake off the
fantasies of our past and give up worrying about questions of
ultimate meaning. However, we continue to look for something
bigger than ourselves, something that will give our lives
meaning. Christianity provides the explanation. We are drawn
toward  the  One  who  created  us  and  imbues  our  lives  with
meaning  as  part  of  His  purposes.  We  are  significant  in
ourselves because He made us, and there is meaning in our
daily activities because that is the context in which we work
out His ambitions for us and our world. Recognizing the true
God opens to us the reality of value and meaning. The meaning
of life is found when we find our place in God’s world.

The Matter of Morality
In  his  book,  Can  Man  Live  Without  God,  apologist  Ravi
Zacharias  makes  this  bold  assertion:  “Antitheism  provides
every reason to be immoral and is bereft of any objective
point  of  reference  with  which  to  condemn  any  choice.  Any
antitheist who lives a moral life merely lives better than his
or her philosophy warrants.”{9} What a bold thing to say! Is
Zacharias saying that all atheists (or antitheists, as he
calls them) are immoral? Not at all. But he is saying that
atheism itself makes no provision for fixed moral standards.

One very important aspect of being human is morality. A basic



understanding of the concept of right and wrong or good and
bad is fixed in our nature. We constantly evaluate actions and
events–and  even  people–as  good  or  bad  or,  in  some  cases,
neither. These are moral evaluations. They are significant for
our  personal  choices,  and  they  are  critical  to  our
participation  in  society.

In  our  culture  today  naturalism  is  the  reigning  public
philosophy.  Even  if  many  people  claim  to  believe  in  God,
practical naturalism (or atheism) is the rule of the day.
Regarding morality, the general attitude seems to be that
there is no moral code to which we all are subject. We say in
effect, I’ll choose my morality, and you choose yours. But if
Zacharias  is  correct,  naturalism  (or  atheism)  provides  no
solid foundation even for personal morality.

The question we might pose to an atheist (which could be
directed at a practical atheist as well) is this: How do you
justify your own actions? To that question the atheist could
simply answer that he has need no for justification apart from
his own desires and needs. While I think it is possible to
argue that naturalism cannot be trusted to provide a moral
compass–even for one’s own needs–we can bring the real issue
to the fore more quickly by asking two questions: How do you
justify your moral outrage at the actions of others in any
given  instance?  and,  Do  you  expect  others  to  take  your
objections seriously? To expect someone to take my objections
to his behavior seriously, I must presuppose a moral standard
that stands in authority above us all, unless, of course, I
think that I myself am that standard. But what does that do to
his right to determine his own morality? The atheist sometimes
wants to have it both ways. He wants to be his own standard-
maker. But is he willing to give this privilege to others?

Now, some atheist might respond that, of course, as a culture
we have to have laws in order to live together peacefully.
Individuals are not free to do anything they please; they have
to  obey  the  laws  of  society.  The  well-known  humanist



philosopher  Paul  Kurtz  believes  that  “education,  reason,
science and democratic methods of persuasion” are adequate for
establishing our norms.{10} But there are educated people who
hold different beliefs. Intelligent reason has led people to
different  conclusions.  Science  can  not  instruct  us  in
morality.  And  in  a  society  where  there  are  a  variety  of
opinions about what is right and wrong, how do we know which
opinion  is  correct?  Simple  majority  rule?  Sometimes  the
minority is in the right, as the issue of civil rights has
shown. No, Kurtz’s reason, education, science, and democracy
will not do by themselves. They need to be informed by a
higher law.

Besides all this, Kurtz has certain presupposed ideas about
the proper end of our laws. For example, does furthering the
human race mean giving everyone an equal opportunity? Or does
it mean joining with Hitler and seeking to exterminate the
weak and inferior?

Naturalism provides no transcendent law that stands over all
people at all times to which we can appeal to establish a
moral order. Nor is there a solid basis upon which to complain
when we are wronged. Christianity, on the other hand, does
provide a transcendent moral structure and specific moral laws
that serve to both restrain us and protect us.

When the question of morality arises, atheists will often
offer the rebuttal that Christian morality is apparently not
sufficient  to  lead  people  into  the  “good  life”  because
Christians have done some terrible things to other people {and
to  each  other)  over  the  years.  While  it  is  true  that
Christians have done some terrible things, there is nothing in
Christianity that requires it, and there are definite commands
not  to  do  such  things.  The  Christian  who  does  evil  goes
against  the  religion  he  or  she  professes.  The  atheist,
however, can justify almost any kind of activity since man
becomes the measure of all things. Again, this does not mean
that all or even most atheists lead blatantly immoral lives.



It just means that they have no fixed point of reference by
which to establish laws or to condemn the actions of others.

Christianity not only provides a moral structure and specific
moral laws, it also provides for the power to do what is
right. The atheist is left on his own to do what is right.
Those who submit to God also have the Spirit to enable them to
obey God’s moral law.

There is turmoil in our society today as we try to decide all
over again what is good and what is evil. In our encounters
with non-believers, by tapping into the need we all have for a
moral structure suitable for both our preservation and our
betterment, we can pave the way for their consideration of the
Gospel of Jesus Christ.

The Matter of Hope
You have likely heard the expression “hope against hope.” It
refers to those times when there is no hope in sight, yet we
keep on hoping anyway. There is something within us–most of
us, anyway–which continues to see some possibility for good
beyond a present crisis, or at least causes us to long for it.

As  we  consider  the  role  human  experience  can  play  in
apologetics, we should give serious attention to the question
of hope because it quickly finds a home in our souls. Few of
us have absolutely no hope. What worse state can we imagine
than to have no hope at all? What we are more likely to see
than no hope at all is hope in things that are not worthy.
Nonetheless, the presence of hope in the darkest of places is
something with which we are all familiar.

Nowadays, however, hope seems to be in short supply. In spite
of all the glorious advances made in a number of areas of
life, there is a prevailing mood of unease. Americans seem to
be scrambling for something in which to put their confidence
for the future.



For centuries the Western world found its hope in God, the One
who was working out His purposes toward a glorious end. But by
the early part of this century, naturalism had taken hold of
the academy and then our social consciousness as well.

From  there,  people  went  in  different  directions  in  their
thinking.  Secular  humanists  took  the  optimistic  route  and
declared their hope in mankind. They continue to do so in
spite of the fact that, in this “enlightened” era, our means
of advancing the cause of humanity include aborting the unborn
and helping the desperate kill themselves. Education, reason,
science, and democracy–the gods of humanism–have yet to give
us any real cause for hope.

Other people have grown cynical. With nothing more to hope in
than  what  they  see  around  them,  they  have  lost  faith  in
everything. They do not trust anyone anymore; they doubt that
anyone can be truly virtuous; and they have simply settled
into hopelessness. {11} Still others of a more philosophical
bent  have  been  drawn  to  atheistic  existentialism,  the
philosophy of despair, which declares that God is dead and
with Him that in which we once put our hope.{12}

A  good  illustration  of  someone  trying  to  find  something
positive in the loss of hope in the Christian God is found in
Albert  Camus’  novel,  The  Stranger.{13}  The  protagonist,
Meursault, winds up in jail for the senseless murder of a man
on a beach. After his trial, as he is awaiting either an
appeal or his execution, Meursault is visited by a chaplain
who tries to get him to confess belief in God. Meursault
informs him that he does not have much time left, “and [he]
wasn’t  going  to  waste  it  on  God.”{14}  Meursault  angrily
rejects all the priest says. He believes that the fate of
death  to  which  everyone  is  subject  levels  out  everything
people believe. One action is as good as another; one way of
life is as good as another.

After the priest leaves and Meursault has slept for awhile, he



says this as he considers his fate:

[I] felt ready to start life all over again. It was as if
that great gush of anger had washed me clean, emptied me of
hope, and, gazing up at the dark sky spangled with its signs
and stars, for the first time, the first, I laid my heart
open to the benign indifference of the universe. {15}

If there is no God out there, the best we can do is accept the
reality of our nothingness, and begin to make of ourselves
whatever we can. Like the bumper sticker I once saw which
read,  “I’ve  been  much  happier  since  I  gave  up  hope.”
Previously Meursault had admitted being afraid, and he had
betrayed his own humanity when, after coolly thinking about
how death comes to everyone, and how it really does not matter
when or how one dies, the thought of a possible appeal brought
a sudden rush of joy through his body and brought tears to his
eyes.{16} Now he bravely faces a universe that does not care,
and he feels free.

If anyone ever truly feels this way in real life, that person
is the exception rather than the rule. The word hopeless has
negative connotations; we do not normally think of it as a
positive thing. The atheistic existentialist must go against
what appears to be the norm to achieve this state of happiness
in the face of a purposeless universe.

Of course, not all atheists will opt for Camus’ philosophy. To
some extent, hope for the fulfillment of our various earthly
ambitions fits in with a naturalistic worldview. A boy can
practice  his  swing  with  the  hope  of  doing  better  in  the
batter’s box. A woman with the hope of getting married can
very  likely  see  that  hope  fulfilled.  A  man  may  get  that
promotion he hopes for by working hard. Yet frequently people
find  that  what  they  had  hoped  for  fails  to  provide  the
fulfillment they expected.

And what about hope for the future? Is there anything to hope



for after death? When old age creeps up and the elderly man
reviews his life, is there any hope that something will come
of all the labors and heartaches and wins and losses of his
life? Was it all leading somewhere? The most naturalism can
allow is that our lives might benefit others. But naturalism
cannot of itself undergird such a hope. An impersonal universe
offers  no  rewards.  And  no  one  can  predict  what  the  next
generation  will  do  with  one’s  efforts.  Besides,  we  might
wonder why we should worry about the benefit of others who,
like ourselves, are just pieces of cosmic dust. To take this
even further, naturalism can just as easily allow for the
destruction of the weak and the development of a master race
as it can for an altruistic attitude toward all people.

Of course, naturalism has nothing beyond the grave to offer
the individual him- or herself. There is no culmination, no
reward,  no  “Well  done,  good  and  faithful  servant”  (Matt.
25:21). You live, you do your best (according to your own
standards, of course), and you die.

Yet, we continue to hope. I wonder if the “hope [that] springs
eternal” is rooted within us in that “eternity” which is “set
. . .in the hearts of men”(Eccl. 3:11)? Or, maybe it stems
from the knowledge we all have of Deity, even though that
knowledge might be warped by sin. An inescapable awareness of
something transcendent continually draws us upward.

Christianity holds that the psychological reality of hope, and
the content of hope that does not fail, is found in Jesus who
is our hope (1 Tim. 1:1). Let us look at that in more detail.

The Answer Found in Jesus
One  of  the  great  benefits  of  addressing  the  matters  of
meaning, morality, and hope in Christian apologetics is that
they take us right into the Gospel message. Our meaning is
rooted in the personal God who created us and is actively
involved in our affairs. Lasting, objective moral values to



which we all are accountable and which serve to protect us
find their source in God’s nature and will. And hope is what
He sent His Son to give us along with forgiveness and new life
and a host of other things.

Before looking at these issues more closely, I should address
a couple of potential objections to bringing human experience
into apologetics. One objection is that the apologist can
quickly fall into selling the faith by an appeal to the felt
needs of consumeristic Americans. Such needs are not always
valid.

Another objection is that such matters are subjective. To
appeal to them is to become trapped in matters that are at
best non-rational and at worst irrational. Our consideration
of  Christianity  should  not  be  based  upon  such  flimsy
foundations.

These  problems  can  be  avoided  by  concentrating  on  those
aspects  of  our  experience  which  are  universally  shared.
Someone has called these “objective-subjective” matters. That
is, they are subjective matters of a kind shared by all of us
by virtue of our membership in the human race. The desire for
moral order is something felt inwardly, but it is a universal
need. Faith is subjective, but the disposition to believe is a
universal one. Personal meaning also is an inward desire, but
it is one we all have.

Let  us  consider  now  the  answers  the  Bible  gives  to  the
questions we’re considering.

Remember that one of the questions encompassed by the question
of  meaning  is,  Where  did  I  come  from?  In  John  1:1-3,
Colossians 1:16-17, and Hebrews 1:2 we learn that we were
created by God through Jesus. Furthermore, we learn from the
examples of David and Jeremiah that God created us and knows
us  individually  (Ps.  139:13-16;  Jer.  1:5).  Unless  we  are
prepared to argue that we were made on a whim or maybe just



for sport–and nothing in Scripture indicates that God does
anything like that–we must conclude that He made us for a
purpose.

The question, Is there meaning in the experiences of daily
life?, is answered by the understanding that God is working
out His own purposes in our lives (Phil. 2:12-13; Rom. 8:28;
9:11,17; Eph. 1:11).

Finally, to the questions, What is my purpose? and What should
I be doing?, Scripture teaches that I am to obey God’s moral
precepts (Jn. 14:23,24; 1 Jn. [entire book]), and that I am to
participate in God’s work by doing the things He has given me
to do in particular (Jn. 13:12-17; Eph. 2:10; 1 Pe. 4:10).

Regarding morality, the noble acts of people and the ravages
of war are understandable in light of our being created in
God’s image, on the one hand, and corrupted by sin, on the
other. Although we typically do not think of Jesus as the law-
giver as much as the exemplar of moral goodness, this is not
to say that He does not Himself define for us what is good.
Being fully God He shares the moral perfection of God the
Father. He also created us as moral creatures and planted in
us the awareness of right and wrong. Furthermore, His central
position in the plan of redemption–which was put into effect
because of our sin-induced estrangement from God–makes Him a
focal point in the matter of good and evil. Thus, in Jesus is
found  an  understanding  of  our  consciousness  of  sin  and
judgment as well as the solution to the crucial issue of guilt
and forgiveness.

This is all too often forgotten in evangelical witness today.
One theologian has noted that the central theme of the Gospel
is no longer justification by faith, but the new life. But
people know that they do wrong, and they want to have the
burden of guilt lifted. Many do this by denying any kind of
universal morality. All they have to do to maintain a clear
conscience, they think, is to be “true” to themselves. But in



practice  this  does  not  work.  We  react  negatively  when  an
individual who is being “true” to himself does something mean
to us. We also know that others are justified in objecting to
our actions that are hurtful to them. Our moral outrage at the
actions and words of others betrays our sense that there is a
moral  law  that  transcends  us.  Naturalism  has  no  means  of
dealing with all this, but Jesus does.

I  have  already  touched  on  the  important  place  that  hope
occupies in the Christian life. We have something specific to
hope for, and in our walk with Christ we can experience hope
on the psychological level.

For the apostles Paul and Peter, hope finds its objective
focal point in the resurrection of Jesus (Acts 23:6; 24:14-15;
1 Pe. 1:3). For our hope is eternal life (Titus 1:2; 3:7), and
Jesus’ resurrection is objective, concrete evidence that the
promise of eternal life is sure. It is with the objective
content of our hope in mind that Paul can say the Gentiles had
no hope and were without God in the world (Eph. 2:12).

The hope we have is not something we can see (Rom. 8:24-25);
it is waiting for us in heaven (Col. 1:5). Nonetheless it
provides the context for our joy today (Rom. 12:12). Hope is
strengthened as we learn what God has done in the past, and as
we persevere in our Christian walk (Rom. 15:4). As our faith
grows and we experience the joy and peace Jesus gives, our
hope is brought alive (Rom. 15:13). Rather than put our hope
in earthly riches (1 Tim. 6:17), we put our hope in the God
who cannot lie (Titus 1:2).

In short, the answers to the questions of meaning, law, and
hope–which have no answers in naturalism — are found in Jesus.
These truths, buttressed by the facts and logical consistency
of Christianity, can be a significant part of our case for the
truth  of  Jesus  Christ.  Although  truth  is  not  ultimately
determined by experience, the common experience of humanity
provides a point of contact for the Gospel. Even if such



matters are not persuasive by themselves, they might at least
serve  to  show  that  Christianity  is  relevant  to  our  lives
today.

©1998 Probe Ministries.

The New Absolutes
William Watkins’ book The New Absolutes says that Americans
are not relativists, we’re actually absolutists. Rather than
abandoning absolutes, we’re adopting new ones in place of the
old.

Reality in the Balance
When  Christians  take  a  stand  on  a  given  moral  issue–on
abortion,  for  instance–what  are  some  typical  responses?
Someone  might  say,  “What  right  do  you  have  to  push  your
morality on the rest of us?” Or, “Abortion might be wrong for
you, but it’s not for me.”

What  these  people  are  implying  is  that  such  beliefs  are
relative;  that  is,  they  are  related  to  something  else–an
individual’s desires or circumstances, for example. Because
people change through time, however, something that is true or
good for a person today might not be so tomorrow. Nothing is
true or good for all people at all times.

Have you noticed, however, that many of the same people who
claim  that  truth  and  morality  are  relative  can  be  found
denouncing certain political views, or actively pushing the
social  acceptance  of  a  formerly  rejected  lifestyle,  or
fighting for new rights in one area or another?

Author William Watkins has noticed, and he’s recorded his
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thoughts in a new book titled, The New Absolutes. Watkins
believes that despite the rhetoric, Americans are in fact not
relativists; we are in reality absolutists. He says that,
rather than abandoning absolutes, we are simply adopting new
ones to replace the old.

It is now believed, Watkins says, “that truth and error, right
and wrong, beautiful and ugly, normal and abnormal, and a host
of other judgments are determined by the individual, . . .
circumstances,  or  .  .  .  culture.  .  .  .  There  is  no
transcendent God or universal natural law we can point to that
can inform us about who we are, what our world is like, and
how we should get along in it.”

What is the source of this thinking? Watkins points to three
elements: a loss of belief in absolute truth, a strong belief
in tolerance, and a detachment from people and institutions as
a result of pessimism and distrust.

If  Americans  have  concluded  that  ideas  and  morals  are
relative, however, why does Watkins say Americans are really
absolutists? We are betrayed, he says, by our behavior.

Evidence that Watkins is right is seen in the glut of lawsuits
in the courts, calls for law and order in politics, moral
outrage over various offenses, cries for human rights, and the
spreading  of  liberal  democratic  ideas  to  other  countries.
Americans have an idea of what is right, and we think others
should agree with us. This is not relativism.

More significant, though, is how an absolutist mentality is
seen in those who typically espouse relativism. For example,
those who scream the loudest for tolerance often restrict
others to saying and doing only what is politically correct.
In the name of pluralism secularists push religion out of the
public square. And multiculturalists condemn the West for its
cultural practices. It seems that what is sauce for the goose
is not sauce for the gander.



The  average  American  who  has  come  to  accept  relativistic
notions of truth and morality might fairly be accused of being
only inconsistent. But those who are real activists in the
current fight for cultural change must bear the charge of
blatant hypocrisy.

Old Absolutes vs. New Absolutes
In his book The New Absolutes, William Watkins contrasts ten
traditional beliefs (old absolutes) with the ten beliefs that
are replacing them (new absolutes). Though these new beliefs
might not be “absolutes” in a strict, philosophical sense,
they function as absolutes in contemporary society.

In this essay I’ll look at three issues Watkins discusses–pro-
life versus pro-death beliefs, religion in the public square,
and political correctness and tolerance–to see if, indeed, the
social activists mentioned earlier are really the relativists
they claim to be. As we consider these topics, I think you’ll
come to agree with Watkins that the culture war is not being
fought between absolutists and relativists, but between two
groups of absolutists.

Death: What a Beautiful Choice

First, let’s consider the pro-life versus pro-death question.

According to Watkins, the old absolute was: “Human life from
conception  to  natural  death  is  sacred  and  worthy  of
protection.” The new absolute is: “Human life, which begins
and ends when certain individuals or groups decide it does, is
valuable as long as it is wanted.”

Two  issues  which  bring  this  new  belief  to  the  fore  are
abortion and physician-assisted suicide. Few practices are as
fiercely  opposed  or  defended  as  abortion.  Opponents  say
abortion is morally wrong for all people. Proponents say it is
a  matter  of  individual  choice.  Physician-assisted  suicide
draws similar responses.



It is easy to overstate the thinking of those espousing the
new absolute of the value of life. Probably very few would say
that they “love death” or would think of death as a “good”
thing ranking up there, say, with riches and great health and
freedom. Rather, death is more often thought of simply as the
lesser of two evils.

Nevertheless, there are many who think of death as a positive
thing, as something to be embraced, as the best answer to
suffering or to certain hardships of life that many people
experience.

Whether they think of death as a good thing or not, however,
they think of it as a right not to be tampered with. It is
rooted, they say, in a Constitutional “right to privacy.”

In  claiming  this  right,  however,  any  foundation  in
relativistic thinking must be abandoned. For the very “right”
proponents claim is itself an absolute. They are saying that
the right of individuals to decide for themselves should be
observed by everyone else. When they say it is wrong for pro-
lifers to try to press their beliefs on others, they are
stating an absolute. If they say that the value of human life
is a matter of its quality rather than of intrinsic worth,
they are stating another absolute.

Some relativists will try to wriggle out of the charge of
absolutism by saying that their position might be right for
now  but  not  necessarily  for  all  times  and  all  places.
Nonetheless, their ideas about the value of human life and the
option of death as a solution to human suffering function as
absolutes in our society today.

Watkins is correct. The stubbornness of abortion advocates and
assisted-suicide  proponents  in  defending  their  “rights”  is
good evidence for the claim that Americans, despite all the
talk, are not relativists after all.



Freedom From Religion
It used to be held that “religion is the backbone of American
culture, providing the moral and spiritual light needed for
public and private life.” Now, according to Watkins, we have a
new absolute: “Religion is the bane of public life, so for the
public good it should be banned from the public square.”

Certainly there are those who are this adamant about the place
of religion. These are the ones who raise a fuss when a prayer
is  uttered  at  a  public  school  graduation  ceremony  or  who
complain when a nativity scene is set up on public property at
Christmas.

Probably the majority of Americans are not this combative
about  the  issue.  However,  for  a  variety  of  reasons  many
believe religion should be kept separate from public life .

One reason is a misunderstanding of the First Amendment. We
have been told over and over again that the separation of
church and state requires that the government must not be
involved with religious matters in any way. The new absolute
is this: religion and public policy should be kept separate.

We don’t often notice, however, that strict “separationists”
do not talk much about our nation’s beginnings. A study of our
founding documents shows that religion was an integral part of
Americans’  lives;  references  to  the  Bible  and  Christian
beliefs  are  often  cited  in  the  construction  of  our  new
government. Amazingly enough, the writers of the Constitution
did  not  see  in  it  the  “wall  of  separation”  current
interpreters  do.

Another reason people think religion should be kept a private
matter is a misunderstanding about religion itself. Having
been “schooled” in relativistic thinking, many (perhaps most)
Americans believe that whatever they believe is true for them,
but not necessarily for other people.



But this cannot be so. Religions provide an explanation of
what is ultimately real. Either there is one true God or there
is not. Either there is salvation through Jesus, or there is
enlightenment through meditation, or there is some other way
to find fulfillment. Not all of these can be true in reality.

This issue gets really tangled up when we bring in the matter
of rights. The idea that everyone has the right to worship as
he or she chooses has been transformed to mean that each
person’s choice of religion is true. “I have the right to
believe as I wish” becomes “My belief is as true as yours.”
The fact that I believe something makes it true.

But is that how things work in other areas of life? If I
believe that I am a millionaire, does that make me one? With
respect to religion, does believing there is a God put Him
there? Or does believing there is no God produce a god-less
universe?

The new absolutism with respect to religion is a very real
concern for many Americans. As Christians we are taught that
our beliefs have meaning for all of life, not just for the
prayer closet, yet bringing such beliefs out into the public
arena has brought some Christians great difficulty.

It is ironic that, in a nation which began with a strong
desire for the free expression of religious beliefs, people
are now being forced more and more to leave their beliefs at
home.

Does this sound like relativism to you?

The Politically Correct Life
The hypocrisy of the new absolutism is seen more clearly than
anywhere else in what is now called “political correctness” or
PC for short.

To be politically correct is to be in line with certain ideals



promoted  by  the  new  cultural  reformers,  ideals  such  as
abortion  rights,  multiculturalism,  gender  feminism,  and
homosexual rights. To say or do anything which goes against
these ideals is to be politically incorrect.

It is easier to understand PC if we think of it as the end of
a chain of thinking.

First is the acceptance of relativism, the idea that there are
no absolutes. This belief, taken with our democratic idea of
equality, results in the belief that everyone’s beliefs and
choices  are  equal  or  equally  valid.  There  should  be  no
discrimination against other beliefs or lifestyles. This is
the new tolerance, the prime virtue of the new reformers.

When history is viewed from this perspective, it seems clear
that history is the story of the strong taking advantage of
the  weak.  The  weak–or  disadvantaged–are  victims  who  now
require extra help to attain their rightful place of equality.
Merely belonging to a victimized group is enough to expect
this extra help regardless of whether a given individual has
been victimized. The advantaged must now be sensitive to the
“needs” of the disadvantaged to avoid making them feel any
more  victimized  and  must  work  to  protect  their  rights.
Finally, the advantaged must not do or say anything which
could be interpreted as differentiating the disadvantaged, of
showing them as different in a negative way. Being sensitive
to the plight of the “oppressed” and avoiding doing or saying
anything which might make them feel marginalized or inadequate
or looked down upon . . . this is political correctness.

It is certainly true that there have been and are people who
oppress  others.  This  must  be  opposed.  The  problem  with
political correctness, however, lies in over-correcting the
wrong.

For example, in The New Absolutes, William Watkins lists some
words some real estate agents learn to shun in an effort to



avoid  offending  potential  buyers.  Executive  has  racist
overtones since most executives are white. Sports enthusiast
might make the disabled feel left out. Master bedroom creates
images of slavery. Walk-in closet could offend people who
can’t walk.

Author  Stan  Gaede  [pronounced  Gay-dee],  in  his  book  When
Tolerance Is No Virtue, says that “the overt goal of PC . . .
is to enforce a uniform standard of tolerance, regardless of
race, gender, cultural background or sexual orientation. The
problem is that the items on this list . . . are not precisely
parallel  to  each  other.  Though  each  is  the  basis  for
discrimination in our society, they involve very different
kinds of issues. So the question immediately becomes: What
does it mean to be tolerant in each case? . . . PC allows each
group to define tolerance for itself.”

We have now come full circle. The relativism which purportedly
undergirds the new tolerance gives way to exactly what it was
trying to be rid of, namely, absolutes. That is, the reformers
make their own ideals the new guidelines for society. We are
all expected to abide by them. These are the new absolutes.

How should Christians respond to all this? Next, we’ll look at
how the new absolutes are promoted, and we’ll think about how
we might respond.

Absolutely For the Common Good
It’s a myth that America is a relativistic society. The truth
is, Americans are a very moralistic people. What is alarming,
however, is how cultural reformers are seeking to establish
new absolutes which go against traditional ones. Watkins shows
how these reformers are setting up new rules we all must
follow.

How shall we understand the contradiction between claims of
relativism  on  the  one  hand,  and  the  imposition  of  new



absolutes  on  the  other?  Watkins  believes  the  claim  to
relativism is an attempt “to rationalize . . . misbehavior and
disarm . . . critics.” For example, individuals might fall
back on relativism to justify sexual activity once held to be
deviant. However, the supposed relativist quickly becomes an
absolutist when he wants others to agree with him on a given
idea or issue.

But if everything is relative, how are relativists able to
convince others of the rightness of their own beliefs? They
can’t  appeal  to  a  foundation  of  unchanging  realities  and
objective truths and be consistent with their relativism.

So  how  do  they  do  it?  Calling  opponents  names,
“fundamentalist” is a popular term, or repeating simplistic
clichés–“safe, legal abortion” for example–are a couple of
their favorite means. The media play a strong role in this
process,  especially  television.  Captivating  images,  clever
writing, strategically placed laugh tracks, and other elements
persuasively convey ideas without logical reasoning.

It is crucial that we step back to see what this situation
sets us up for. If we are conditioned to be persuaded by
sloganeering  rather  than  by  rational  discourse,  we  are
prepared to be taken in by any smooth talker. All our clamor
for rights and for the authority of the individual has the
unexpected result of preparing us to lose our freedoms at the
hands of charismatic tyrants.

What can we do to turn things around?

First, Watkins believes that reality itself is on our side.
The new absolutes go against the way the universe is. Many
women who opt for childlessness, for example, find themselves
late in life confronting their own maternal instincts. We can
point out these facts to those who believe we can do anything
we want and get along quite nicely.

Second, we can learn to recognize sloganeering and insist that



the cultural reformers use sound reason when promoting their
ideals.

Third, we can point to the hypocrisy of so-called relativists.
Homosexuals  who  barge  in  on  church  services  demanding
tolerance for their lifestyle must see how intolerant they
are. Those who demand freedom of thought and expression cannot
reasonably exclude religious beliefs from public discourse.

As strange as it might sound at first, William Watkins calls
us to a renewed intolerance. He says, “We must violate the new
tolerance and become people marked by intolerance. Not an
intolerance  that  unleashes  hate  upon  people,  but  an
intolerance that’s unwilling to allow error to masquerade as
truth. An intolerance that calls evil evil and good good.”

To  reestablish  the  old  absolutes,  Watkins  calls  for  the
acknowledgment  of  certain  beliefs,  such  as:  all  life  is
precious; relativism is false; the moral law is real; and,
religion is essential. A return to these basics will return us
to sound public policy-making, to greater civil order, and to
moral progress.
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The World of the Apostle Paul
Rick Wade examines different aspects of life in the day of the
Apostle Paul: religion, philosophy, the family unit, social
morality, and Christians’ conflict with the culture.
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Religion
The purpose of this essay is to take a look at the Greco-Roman
world in which the Apostle Paul lived so that we can better
comprehend his ministry. Understanding the historical context
helps us to gain such a perspective. We’ll discuss religion,
philosophy, the family unit, and the social morality of the
Hellenistic culture with a concluding look at the conflict
Christians faced.

Let’s  begin  with  the  religion  of  the  first  century.  Two
episodes  in  the  book  of  Acts  provide  insight  into  the
religious  beliefs  and  practices  of  that  time.

In Acts 19 we read about the trouble Paul’s companions got
into  over  His  ministry  in  Ephesus.  Craftsmen  who  made
miniature shrines of Artemis, the local deity, objected to
Paul’s teaching that “man- made gods are no gods at all” (Acts
19:26). In Paul’s world, religion was an integral part of
everyone’s  life.  State-sponsored  civic  cults  were  one
religious expression participated in by everybody. Historian
Everett  Ferguson  notes  that  “the  most  deeply  ingrained
religious beliefs and practice in both Greece and Rome. . . .
were associated with the traditional civic cult.”(1) The state
both funded and profited by these cults.

Each city had its patron deity. The city of Ephesus honored
Artemis, the goddess of nature and of childbirth. The statue
of Artemis stood in a magnificent temple, four times as large
as  the  Parthenon  in  Athens.  Deities  such  as  Artemis  were
honored  with  festivals,  prayers,  and  sacrifices.  Annual
festivals  included  banquets,  entertainment,  sacrifices,
processions, athletic contests, and the performance of mystery
rites. Prayers included invocation, praise, and petition with
the goal of receiving the favor of the goddess. Sacrifices
were offered for praise, thanksgiving, or supplication.

The riot in Ephesus that resulted from Paul’s teaching was



prompted  partly  by  monetary  concerns;  the  craftsmen  were
afraid of losing business. But the chant, “Great is Artemis of
the  Ephesians”  which  went  on  for  two  hours–by  people  who
didn’t even know what the specific problem was–shows that
money  was  not  the  only  issue.  The  strength  of  religious
devotion to the civic cults was such that Roman emperors saw
the advantage of identifying with them instead of fighting
them. We’ll talk more about that later in this essay.

Ephesus was also a major center of magical activity, another
part of the religious practice of the first century. In Acts
19 we read about practitioners of magic or sorcery forsaking
their practices and burning their scrolls as they publicly
declared their new faith.

The Ephesians’ scrolls contained secret words and formulas
which were used to force the gods to do one’s bidding. The
precise  formula  was  critical.  Practitioners  sought  wealth,
healing, or power; they even used magic in an attempt to gain
another person’s love. Because it was also believed that to
know someone’s true name was to have power over that person,
names and formulas were blended to produce strong magic.

Paul  carried  his  message  to  a  world  with  a  multitude  of
religious beliefs, and the message he proclaimed showed its
power  over  them.  As  we  look  at  our  culture  with  its
increasingly pluralistic religious spectrum, we must remember
that we, too, carry the same gospel with the same power.

Philosophy
When the Apostle Paul visited Athens, he took the message of
Christ to the marketplace where a wide variety of people could
be encountered. Among those he talked to were Epicurean and
Stoic philosophers. We read about his encounter with them in
Acts 17.

Who were these Epicureans and Stoics? I’d like to give a



thumbnail sketch of their ideas about God, man, and the world
which will help us understand why Paul what he did.

Stoicism  and  Epicureanism  were  philosophies  which  were
developed to free people from the concerns of the present
life.

Stoicism was materialistic and pantheistic. That is, Stoics
believed that everything was composed of matter. The higher
form of matter was of a divine nature, and it pervaded the
universe. They called it various things: fire, Zeus, or even
God. They believed that this divine “fire,” or God, generated
the universe and would one day take the universe back into
itself through a great conflagration. This cycle of creation
and conflagration is repeated eternally.

Stoicism was thus deterministic. Things are the way they are
and can’t be changed. To find true happiness, they believed
one should understand the course of nature through reason and
simply accept things the way they are.

In contrast to the Stoics, Paul taught that God is personal
and not a part of this universe. He also taught that there
would be a judgment to come, not a giant conflagration leading
to another cycle.

Epicureans focused on the individual’s happiness, also, but
they went in a completely different direction than the Stoics.
They believed that the way to happiness was through maximizing
pleasure and minimizing pain. Tranquility was sought through a
quiet, contemplative life lived among a community of friends.

Epicureans  were  materialists,  also,  but  they  weren’t
pantheists. They believed the universe was formed from atoms
falling  through  space  which  occasionally  bumped  into  each
other accidentally, eventually forming the stars and planets
and us. When we die, we simply become dissolved into atoms
again. Epicureans believed in the gods, but thought they were
like men, only of a higher order. The gods resided out in



space somewhere, enjoying a life of quiet pleasure like that
of the Epicureans. They had nothing to do with men. Apart from
participation  in  sacrifices  and  religious  rituals  for
aesthetic purposes, Epicureans believed humans needn’t worry
about the gods.

Against the Epicureans, Paul taught that God is involved in
the affairs of His creation and created us specifically to
search  for  Him.  Of  course,  Paul’s  doctrine  of  a  future
judgment didn’t fit with their thinking either.

As Paul evangelized the Greek world, he sometimes used their
terminology and concepts; he even quoted their poets. But he
preached a very different message. Maybe we, too, can find
common ground with our culture by knowing what people believe
and by putting the gospel into terms they understand. Without
modifying the message itself, we must phrase it in a way that
it can be understood. If we don’t, we’ll have a hard time
getting people to listen.

The Family Unit
We’ve given some attention to the religion and philosophy of
Paul’s day, but what about the social structures of the Greco-
Roman world? More specifically, what was the family like in
the first century?

By  the  first  century  A.D.,  marriage  was  mostly  by  mutual
consent. Historian Everett Ferguson describes marriage this
way: “Consent to live together constituted marriage in all
societies, and the procreation of children was its explicit
object.  Marriages  were  registered  in  order  to  make  the
children  legitimate.”(2)  Although  marriages  were  mostly
monogamous, adultery was common. Divorce required only oral or
written notice.

Men had the dominant role in the family. They had absolute
authority over their children and slaves. Wives remained under



their  fathers’  authority.  Men  occupied  their  time  with
business interests and such social outlets as banquets, and
the gymnasia which included exercise facilities, pools, and
lecture halls. These functioned as community centers.

In the husband’s absence the wife might conduct his business
for him. However, managing the home was the wife’s primary
responsibility. Ferguson quotes the Greek writer Apollodorus
who said, “We have courtesans for pleasure, handmaidens for
the day-to- day care of the body, wives to bear legitimate
children  and  to  be  a  trusted  guardian  of  things  in  the
home.”(3)

Women weren’t necessarily confined to the home, however. Some
engaged in occupations as diverse as music, medicine, and
commerce. Many held civic office, and some held leadership
positions in the religious cults.

Children  were  not  considered  a  part  of  the  family  until
acknowledged by the father. They could be sold or exposed if
not wanted.

Parents were on their own to find suitable education for their
children. Girls could go to the elementary schools, but that
was  rare.  They  mostly  learned  household  skills  at  home.
Although most boys learned a trade at home or through an
apprenticeship, they could go through a series of primary,
secondary, and advanced schooling depending on their class
status.  Rote  memorization  was  a  key  element  in  primary
education. Rhetoric was the most important subject in advanced
education.

Slaves were a part of the family unit in the Roman Empire.
They might be obtained through a number of means including
war, child exposure, and the sale of persons to pay debts.
Slaves  might  work  in  the  mines,  in  temples,  in  homes  as
teachers, or in industry; they even held high positions as
administrators  in  civil  bureaucracy.  Slaves  often  earned



enough money to buy their own freedom, although they had to
continue working for their former owners.

Into this society the apostles brought new ideas about the
value  of  the  individual  and  about  family  relationships.
Husbands were to be faithful to their own wives and to love
them as their own bodies. Children were to be seen as much
more than economic assets or liabilities. Masters were told to
treat  slaves  with  justice  and  fairness.  People  today  who
revile Christianity as being “oppressive” probably have no
idea how much it elevated people in the Hellenistic world.

Social Morality
Moral instruction in the Hellenistic world was found more in
philosophy and custom than in religion. Religion was largely
external; that is, it was a matter of ritual more than of
inner transformation. Philosophy sought to teach people how to
live. Philosophers gave much attention to such matters as
virtue, friendship, and civic responsibility.(4)

Historian Everett Ferguson notes that evidence from the Greco-
Roman era indicates that many people lived quite virtuous
lives.  Inscriptions  on  grave  stones,  for  example,  include
praises  for  husbands  and  wives  for  kindness  and
faithfulness.(5)

In  spite  of  all  this,  history  reveals  a  morally  debased
culture  in  the  first  century.  One  example  is  sexual
immorality. “The numerous words in the Greek language for
sexual  relations,”  says  Ferguson,  “suggest  a  preoccupation
with this aspect of life.”(6) As I noted earlier, adultery was
common.  Men  often  had  courtesans  for  physical  pleasure.
Homosexuality between young men or between an older and a
younger man was openly accepted. Temple prostitution was part
of some religious cults.

A low estimate of human worth was exhibited in the Hellenistic



world. Earlier I mentioned child exposure as a way of getting
rid of children. Unwanted babies–more often girls–were put on
the garbage pile or left in some isolated area to die. They
might be picked up to be used, to be sold as slaves, or to
serve as prostitutes.

The brutality of the day was seen most clearly in the games in
the  Roman  amphitheaters.  Ferguson  notes  that,  “The
amphitheaters of the west testify to the lust for blood under
the empire. The spectacles of gladiatorial combat–man against
man, man against animal, and animal against animal–drew huge
crowds  and  replaced  Greek  drama  and  athletics  in
popularity.”(7) Executions were considered less exciting than
mortal combat. Consequently, when executions were included in
the day’s program, they were typically carried out during the
lunch break. One of the ways criminals were disposed of was by
dressing  them  in  animal  skins  and  throwing  them  to  wild
animals.

Such brutality was extended to the Christians in the days of
persecutions. Foxe’s Book of Martyrs records that Nero had
Christians thrown to the wild animals. He also had them dipped
in wax, mounted on trees, and burned like giant torches in his
gardens.(8)

Into this world of immorality and brutality came the message
of love and righteousness found in Jesus. As with Judaism
before, Christianity put religion and morality together. It
revealed God’s standard of goodness and the sacrificial love
of Christ, and it provided the power to attain that standard
through the regenerating work of the Spirit based on Christ’s
work on the cross.

Today, ethics and religion are again separate. And the results
are being seen. But as in the first century, Christians today
have a message of grace for our society: God not only tells us
what is good, He also enables us to be good.



Christians’ Conflict with the Culture
In the early church, the character of Christians was very
important for gaining a hearing and for winning converts as
they boldly gave testimony of their new faith.

What were these Christians like? The writer of the Epistle to
Diognetus, written probably in the early second century, said
this about them: “They marry as do all; they beget children,
but they do not destroy their offspring. They have a common
table, but not a common bed. They are in the flesh, but they
do not live after the flesh. They pass their days on earth,
but they are citizens of heaven. They obey the prescribed
laws, and at the same time surpass the laws by their lives.
They love all men, and are persecuted by all.”(9)

If their lives were of such an exemplary nature, what was it
that got Christians into so much trouble? Two of the most
important factors were their unwillingness to participate in
religious rituals and their refusal to bow before the images
of the emperors.

Earlier I mentioned the importance of the civic religious
cults in the Hellenistic world. The people believed that the
gods  required  their  sacrifices  and  other  observances;
otherwise, they would be angry and take their wrath out on the
people as a whole. For the Christians to refuse to participate
was to risk angering the gods.

The other factor was the matter of emperor worship. When Rome
conquered the Western world, the rulers saw how important
religion was to the people. Rather than fight against this,
they took advantage of it by putting images of the Roman
emperors in places of worship with the other deities. This
wasn’t a big problem for the Greeks. Apart from the fact that
the Romans were their rulers, Greeks weren’t exclusive in
their worship. To worship one deity didn’t preclude worshiping
others as well.



For the Christians, however, Jesus was Lord; there could be no
other gods besides Him, and they couldn’t bow before anyone
who claimed divine authority, including the emperor. However,
since in the minds of the Romans the emperor represented the
state, to refuse to bow before his image was to be an enemy of
the state.

Thus,  because  of  their  refusal  to  participate  in  these
activities, Christians were called atheists and enemies of the
state. Their behavior was baffling to their neighbors. Why
couldn’t they just go through the motions? As I already noted,
religion was non- exclusive. The people didn’t necessarily
believe in the gods to whom they made sacrifice, anyway. And
since there was little or no connection between religion and
ethics,  one’s  religious  activities  didn’t  normally  affect
one’s moral life. So, why couldn’t the Christians just play
along? The reason they couldn’t was that to bow before the
emperors or the gods would be to commit idolatry which was the
fundamental sin in the early church.

Christians in the early church had to decide where they could
conform to their society and where they couldn’t. There was a
difference of opinion as to what was appropriate and what
wasn’t. But it was clear that anyone who would be identified
as a Christian had to draw the line here: Jesus is Lord, and
there is no other.
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Defeating Darwinism

Introduction
What’s this? A lawyer debating philosophy with scientists? If
you keep close tabs on the creation/evolution debate, you’ve
probably already heard the name Phillip Johnson. If not, but
you’re interested in seeing how one Christian is challenging
the dogma of Darwinism, you’ll want to know about this man.

Phillip Johnson is a law professor at the University
of California, Berkley. In 1997 InterVarsity Press published
Defeating Darwinism by Opening Minds, Johnson’s third book in
his debate with naturalistic evolution. His first book, Darwin
On Trial, examined the scientific evidence for evolution and
launched a series of lectures and debates across the United
States  and  overseas  in  universities  and  on  radio  and
television. His second book, Reason in the Balance, examined
the influence of naturalism in the spheres of science, law,
and education. Defeating Darwinism brings his case to high
school and early college-level students and their parents.

https://probe.org/defeating-darwinism/


So,  what  prompted  a  law  professor  to  take  on  the
evolutionists?  It  seems  that  Johnson  became  aware  of  a
significant difference between the way the theory of evolution
is presented to the public and the way it’s discussed among
scientists. To the general public, evolution is presented as
being settled with respect to the really important questions.
Among scientists, however, there is still no consensus as to
how evolution could have occurred. As another author said,
evolution is a theory in crisis. Professor Johnson studied the
literature  closely  and  concluded  that  what  keeps  the
“evolution-as-fact” dogma alive is not scientific evidence at
all, but rather a commitment to the philosophy of naturalism.

Naturalism is the belief that everything that exists is on the
same basic level, that of nature. There is no God who created
the universe whether in six days or in 40 million years.

One needs to be cautious here. Many scientists believe in God.
However,  the  rule  of  the  day  in  the  laboratory  and  the
classroom is a commitment to the philosophy of naturalism or
at least to practical naturalism. Consequently, whether there
is a God or not, no reference can be made to Him in the realm
of scientific study.

Two reasons come to mind to explain why Johnson has received
such a wide hearing in secular academia. First, he keeps the
focus on evolution, not on a particular theory of creation.
This is annoying to evolutionists. But Johnson knows that as
soon as he allows his views to be put under the spotlight, the
debate  will  be  over.  Why?  Because  the  evolutionists  will
immediately label his views as “religious,” and he will be
dismissed out of hand. Second, he is a legal scholar with
years of experience in the logical analysis of evidence. He
has  the  skill  to  carefully  dissect  the  arguments  of
evolutionists,  show  their  weaknesses,  and  reveal  their
unargued presuppositions.

In this essay we’ll take a closer look at Johnson’s book



Defeating Darwinism. We’ll see how evolution gained dominance
as a theory of origins, and we’ll learn how Johnson exposes
its UNscientific foundations. I urge you to get a copy of this
book even if science isn’t your area, just to learn one way to
engage our culture in the realm of ideas.

Where’s the Beef?
In his new book, Defeating Darwinism By Opening Minds, Phillip
Johnson seeks to help high-school and college students and
their parents evaluate the claims of Darwinism.

In his first book, Darwin on Trial, Johnson described the
evidential  problems  with  evolution  in  some  detail.  In
Defeating  Darwinism,  he  simply  notes  that  possible
transitional forms in the fossil record are very few in number
and  they  are  not  found  where  fossil  evidence  is  most
plentiful. The problem, he says, is that textbooks and museums
often present evidence in a way that implies there is more
evidence  available  than  there  really  is.  As  an  example,
Johnson points to an exhibit in San Francisco called the “Hard
Facts Wall” which fills in gaps in the fossil record with
imaginary ancestors. Says Johnson:

Visitors to the museum at first take the exhibit at face
value; after I explain it to them, they are astonished that a
reputable  museum  would  commit  such  a  deception.  But  the
museum curators are not consciously dishonest; they are true
believers who are just trying too hard to help the public get
to the right’ answer.(1)

Even though the physical evidence is not there, and there is
no  known  mechanism  for  the  transition  from  one  type  of
organism  to  another,  the  scientific  community  clings  to
evolution  as  fact.  The  reasoning  seems  to  be  this:  Since
science  studies  the  natural  order,  scientific  theory  must
remain within naturalistic bounds. Since neo-Darwinism is the



best naturalistic theory, it must be true. This commitment
extends  beyond  simply  influencing  scientific  study;  it  is
indoctrinated into students as the way things are. Johnson
says that, “When students ask intelligent questions like ‘Is
this stuff really true?’ teachers are encouraged or required
not to take the questions seriously.”(2)

A fifteen-year-old high school student found out about the
power of Darwinist orthodoxy when he challenged a requirement
to watch a program on public television which promoted the
“molecule to man” theory as fact. When school administrators
showed  an  inclination  to  go  along,  the  bottom  fell  out.
Johnson stated, “the Darwinists, . . . flooded the city’s
newspapers with their letters. Some of the letters were so
venomous that the editorial page editor of the Denver Post
admitted that her liberal faith had been shaken.”(3) When CBS
carried the story, a prominent evolutionist made the teenager
out to be an enemy of education. Orthodoxy is not to be
questioned.

One of the most significant factors in establishing the reign
of evolution was the movie Inherit the Wind, the imaginative
re-telling of the story of the Scopes “Monkey Trial” of 1925.
The trial is presented as a David-and-Goliath match between
the few reasonable and enlightened advocates of progress and
the forces of ignorance and oppression who are shackled by
their  “Old  Time  Religion.”  The  important  players  were
caricatured and significant details were completely falsified,
but the point was made: religion can co-exist with science,
but only if it minds its own business.

The book Defeating Darwinism is an important contribution not
only because of the questions it raises about evolution, but
also because it teaches the reader how to think about issues.
Next, we’ll look at some fallacious arguments evolutionists
use.



Baloney Detectors Wanted
In his book Defeating Darwinism by Opening Minds, Phillip
Johnson  analyzes  the  role  Inherit  the  Wind  played  in  our
thinking about the relation of religion and science. This was
the play–and later the movie–which retold the story of the
Scopes “Monkey Trial” of 1925. One significant character who
only appeared for a few minutes was the Radio Man, the radio
announcer who made a live broadcast from the courtroom.

Near  the  end  of  the  play,  when  the  prosecuting  attorney
launches into a long speech denouncing the evils of evolution,
the radio program director decides that the attorney’s speech
has become boring, and Radio Man turns off the microphone.
This is the only microphone in the courtroom. Johnson sees
this move as symbolic. He says: “That is why what happened in
the real-life Scopes trial hardly matters; the writers and
producers of Inherit the Wind owned the microphone, making
their interpretation far more important than the reality.”(4)

This  example  illustrates  one  of  several  logical  fallacies
evolutionists sometimes commit which Johnson exposes in his
chapter “Tuning Up Your Baloney Detector.” This first fallacy
is the selective use of evidence. Radio Man could broadcast
what he wanted people to hear without giving the other side
equal time. What we hear about today, says Johnson, are the
evidences which seem to support evolution. What we don’t hear
about is the absence of significant evidence in the fossil
record as a whole. Seeing the entire picture can, and should,
easily give one doubts about the story we’re now being told by
the evolutionists.

Another  fallacy  evolutionists  sometimes  employ  is  the  ad
hominem argument, or the argument “against the man.” If a
doubter can be labeled a “fundamentalist” or a believer in
“creation science” (meaning creation in six, twenty-four hour
days), his doubts can be set aside on the grounds of religious
prejudice.



Johnson cautions us to watch out also for “vague terms and
shifting definitions.” The word evolution, for example, can
mean  different  things.  Are  we  speaking  of  microevolution,
small  changes  within  a  species,  or  are  we  talking  about
macroevolution, major mutations from one type of organism to
another? As Johnson says, “That one word evolution can mean
something so tiny it hardly matters, or so big it explains the
whole history of the universe.”(5)

Johnson  notes  that  fewer  than  10  per  cent  of  Americans
actually  believe  that  “humans  .  .  .  were  created  by  a
materialistic  evolutionary  process  in  which  God  played  no
part.”(6) Nonetheless, the vast majority who doubt this are
not allowed to think for themselves on the matter of the fact
of  evolution.  Rather  than  being  educated  to  think  for
themselves,  students  are  indoctrinated  with  the  dogmatic
claims of evolutionists.

In response, Johnson urges students to discern whether what
they are being taught is simply assumed or whether it is based
on real evidence. When evolutionists insist on the fact of
evolution without having concrete evidence, and without having
any idea of the mechanism of evolution, they’re revealing a
faith commitment.

Although  Johnson’s  particular  strength  is  in  exposing  the
flaws in evolutionists’ arguments, he also presents a positive
case for intelligent design in the creation of life. We’ll
look at that subject next.

Intelligent Design
When Charles Darwin presented his theory of evolution, little
was known about what goes on inside living cells. They were
“black boxes,” objects the insides of which were unknown. With
the development of molecular biology, scientists have come to
realize that cells are extremely complex.



In his book, Defeating Darwinism by Opening Minds, Phillip
Johnson introduces the reader to some exciting new discoveries
in  biology  which  he  believes  deal  a  significant  blow  to
Darwinian evolution.

Johnson  says  it’s  now  recognized  that  there’s  information
encoded  in  cells  which  can’t  be  reduced  to  matter.  The
evolutionist Richard Dawkins writes,

Each  nucleus  .  .  .  contains  a  digitally  coded  database
larger, in information content, than all 30 volumes of the
Encyclopedia Britannica put together. And this figure is for
each cell, not all the cells of the body put together.”(7)

This information is distinct from the physical structure in
the same way that the message of a book is distinct from the
ink and paper which records it. The question biologists must
answer  is,  Where  did  this  genetic  information  come  from?
Information implies intelligence. It can’t be explained by
physical mutations and natural selection. This is a serious
problem for Darwinists.

Another finding which also is a major problem for Darwinists
is  what  is  called  the  irreducible  complexity  of  living
organisms.  Johnson  explains  what  this  means:  “Molecular
mechanisms . . . are made up of many parts that interact in
complex ways, and all the parts need to work together. Any
single part has no useful function unless all the other parts
are  also  present.”(8)  The  eye,  for  example,  requires  the
coordinated working of many different parts to do its work.
Each of these parts, however, can accomplish nothing on its
own. That being the case, why would the individual parts have
been preserved through time by natural selection? If there
were  gradual  development,  there  must  have  been  some
intelligence behind it to know what to retain and what to
destroy.

These two factors, then–information content and irreducible



complexity–are  strong  physical  evidence  for  intelligent
design. Information implies intelligence, and complexity can’t
be  accounted  for  by  mutation  and  selection.  It  requires
design.

In spite of the evidence, however, Darwinists still insist
that the origin of life can’t lie in supernatural creation. As
we noted on earlier, the key issue for them is their prior
commitment to a naturalistic philosophy. As geneticist Richard
Lewontin said, “[W]e are forced by our a priori adherence to
material causes to create an apparatus of investigation and a
set of concepts that produce material explanations, no matter
how counter-intuitive, . . . Moreover, that materialism is
absolute, for we cannot allow a Divine Foot in the door.”(9)

It’s Phillip Johnson’s project to expose this prior commitment
and to convince evolutionists to acknowledge it. Now we’ll
turn to look at Johnson’s overall project and see what lessons
we can draw from it.

Evaluation
Johnson calls his basic strategy for addressing the issue of
evolution, the “wedge.” He wants to drive a wedge into the
“log” of scientific materialism so as to separate the facts of
scientific  investigation  from  the  naturalistic  philosophy
which dominates science.

One of the criticisms of Johnson’s work is that he wants to
throw the baby out with the bathwater. Theistic evolutionists,
for  example,  say  that  one  needn’t  accept  a  materialistic
theory of evolution to recognize the gradual development of
life on our planet. Indeed, Johnson seems to be fighting two
battles: the first against those who insist upon doing science
in a thoroughgoing naturalistic framework; the second against
macroevolution of any sort.

I noted earlier that Johnson argues against separating the so-



called fact of evolution from the mechanism of evolution. He
insists that before we can know that evolution happened, we
need to know how it happened. This certainly isn’t a universal
logical principle. I don’t need to know precisely how a camera
and film produce pictures to know that they do. Nonetheless,
Johnson is correct in pressing for conclusive fossil evidence
for gradual change or for a plausible explanation for sudden
macromutations.

Johnson’s challenge to the scientific community boils down to
this question: “What should we do if empirical evidence and
materialist philosophy are going in different directions?”(10)
In  other  words,  Are  you  willing  to  abandon  a  theory  of
purposeless processes if the evidence weighs against such a
theory? When scientists are willing to do this, then science
will be free to discover–as far as it’s able–what nature is
really like apart from personal prejudices.

It’s evident that Johnson has struck a nerve in the scientific
community. He’s debated well-known scientists and has spoken
at prestigious universities across America and overseas. He
has not allowed opponents to pin him down on a particular
theory of creation and then to dismiss him with the usual
“religion vs. science” argument.

Johnson notes that Marx, Freud, and Darwin were three of the
most influential men in this century. Marxism and Freudianism
have both passed into history. Says Johnson, “I am convinced
that Darwin is next on the block. His fall will be by far the
mightiest of the three.”(11)

But this will only happen, he says, if we “step off the
reservation”(12) and do the work necessary to prove our case.
We must encourage our young people to take up the challenge of
thinking for themselves on this matter and not be intimidated
by  those  who  wish  to  maintain  the  status  quo.  This  will
involve a risk, but as Johnson says: “We will never know how
great  the  opportunity  was  if  we  are  afraid  to  take  the



risk.”(13)

This book is valuable for any Christian who wants to learn how
to think critically, whether the reader is scientifically-
minded or not. Here we find a model for turning the tables on
those who want to keep us on the defensive. If we have to give
an answer for what we believe, it’s only fair that our critics
should do the same. Defeating Darwinism is an example of how
to get them to do it.
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Christian Apologetics
Rick Wade’s introduction to Christian apologetics, rather than
delving into specific arguments for the faith, examines the
need to think well and develop logic skills. It is important
to be able to answer the charge of elitism that is often
leveled at Christianity today, and this essay concludes with
some cogent statements making a case for Christianity.

Introduction
Throughout the history of the church, Christians have been
called upon to explain why we believe what we believe. The
apostle  Paul  spoke  of  his  ministry  as  “the  defense  and
confirmation of the gospel.” Peter said we need to “be ready
to make a defense to everyone who asks you.”

This activity of the church came to be known as apologetics
which means “defense.” But, if it is important that we defend
the faith, how do we do it?

In this essay I will not provide a lot of evidences and
arguments. I will rather look at some basic principles that
will guide us in defending the faith. We will talk about our
starting point and about the important matter of thinking
logically. We’ll look at the specific charge of elitism which
is prevalent on college campuses today. Finally, we’ll deal
with the question of presenting a case for Christianity.

So, what is apologetics, anyway, and what is it supposed to
do? Apologetics has been defined as “the science and art of
defending  the  faith.”  It  is  chiefly  concerned  with  the
question of the truth of Jesus Christ. In the days of the
Greeks, when someone was summoned to court to face a charge,
he would present an “apology” or a defense. For Christians,
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this might mean answering the question, “Why do you believe
that Jesus is God?” or a question more often heard today, “Why
do you think Christians have the truth?”

So,  apologetics  is  first  of  all  defense.  It  has  come  to
include more than just defense, however. Not only is the truth
of our beliefs an issue, but also the beliefs others hold. A
second task of apologetics is to challenge other people to
defend their beliefs.

A third task of apologetics is to present a case for the truth
of the biblical message. One might call this task “proving”
Christianity (although the matter of proof must be qualified).
If this seems to be too ambitious a goal, we might speak
simply  of  persuading  people  of  the  truth  of  the  biblical
message.

In all of this our goal is to let the light of God’s truth
shine in all its brilliance. It is our ambition also to bring
unbelievers to a recognition of the truth of Jesus Christ and
to persuade them to put their faith in Him.

Apologetics is typically a response to a specific question or
challenge,  either  stated  outright  or  just  implied.  Paul
reasoned with the Jews for whom the cross was a stumbling
block, “explaining and giving evidence that the Christ had to
suffer and rise again from the dead.” In the second century,
apologists  defended  not  only  Christian  beliefs  but  also
Christians  themselves  against  such  charges  as  atheism  and
cannibalism and being threats to the state. In the Medieval
era, more attention was given to the challenges of Judaism and
Islam. In the era of the Enlightenment, apologists had to
defend Christianity against the narrow confines of scientific
rationalism. Today the challenge has shifted again, this time
from attacks on specific doctrines to the question of whether
Christianity has any claim to final truth at all.

Like our forebears, we must answer the challenges of our day.



We must respond to our contemporaries’ questions as difficult
and uncomfortable as that might be.

Thinking Well
One of my frustrations in studying apologetics has been trying
to master the overwhelming number of questions and challenges,
on the one hand, and supporting evidences and reasons, on the
other. Although it behooves us all to master some of these, it
seems to me that it is just as important to learn how to think
well.

Learning  to  think  well,  or  logically,  is  important  for
Christians for several reasons. It helps us put together the
various pieces of our faith to form a cohesive whole. It helps
us make decisions in everyday life when the Bible doesn’t
speak directly to a particular issue. We must learn to deduce
true beliefs or proper courses of action from what we do know
from Scripture.

Good,  logical  thinking  is  especially  important  for  an
apologist.  On  the  one  hand,  it  can  help  prevent  us  from
putting together shoddy arguments for what we believe. On the
other hand, it helps us evaluate the beliefs of those who
challenge Christianity. Too often we stumble at criticisms
which sound good, but which really stand on logically shaky
legs. Let’s consider a few examples.

Here’s a basic one. How do you respond to someone who says,
“There’s no such thing as absolute truth”? If the individual
really thinks there is no absolute truth that is, truth that
stands for all people at all times, that person at best can
only say “In my opinion, there’s no such thing as absolute
truth.” To say “There’s no such thing as absolute truth” is to
state an absolute; the statement refutes itself.

Here’s another one. You’ve heard people say, “All religions
really teach the same thing.” Oh, really? Ours teaches that



Jesus is God in flesh; other religions say that He isn’t. A
logical principle called the law of non-contradiction says
that Jesus can’t both be God and not be God.

Let’s try one more. Some people say, “I can’t believe in
Christ. Look at all the terrible things Christians have done
through the centuries.” How would you answer this objection?
While  it  is  true  that  what  Christians  do  influences  non-
Christians’ responses to the gospel, such actions have nothing
to do with whether Christianity itself is true. If part of the
gospel message was that once a person becomes a Christian that
person absolutely will never sin again, the objector would
have grounds for questioning the truth of the faith. But the
Bible doesn’t say that. We can agree that Christians shouldn’t
do terrible things to other people, but what people did in
fourteenth-century Europe or do in twentieth-century America
in  the  name  of  Jesus  can’t  change  the  reality  of  the
incarnation,  crucifixion,  and  resurrection  of  Christ.  The
person making this argument may not like what Christians have
done, but this complaint has no logical force against the
truth of Christ. When people present arguments against the
faith,  we  need  to  discern  whether  what  they  say  is  both
factually true and logically sound. Often the objections we
hear are neither. Learning how to think logically ourselves
will enable us to spot fallacies in others’ thinking. Perhaps
pointing these out (in a gentle way, if possible) will cause
the person to rethink his or her position. At least it will
defuse the attack on our faith.

Answering The Charge of Elitism
I’ve been talking about the importance of logical thinking in
doing apologetics. Now I’d like to apply that in considering a
charge currently being made against Christians, especially on
college campuses.

In a video I recently saw, a young woman said the notion that
Christians have the only truth is “elitist.” She was saying



that since there are so many different beliefs in the world,
how can any one group of people claim to have the only truth?
She,  and  many  others  like  her,  consider  such  thinking
arrogant.

How can we respond to this charge? First, notice the name-
calling. We are charged with “elitism.” The real issue is
passed over in favor of a put-down. This is just another
example of how ideas and issues are dealt with in our society
these days. It is important, however, not to react in kind.
Too often in our society the battles over issues and ideas are
fought with name-calling and sloganeering. This is unbecoming
to Christians and unprofitable in apologetics and evangelism.
We need to deal with the ideas themselves.

Second,  Christians  can  acknowledge  that  non-Christians  can
know truth and that other religions can include some truth. If
they didn’t, they would find very few adherents. They fail,
though, on such fundamental issues as the identity of Jesus
and the way to be reconciled to God.

Third, notice the faulty logic in the argument. What does the
reality of many points of view have to do with the truth-value
of any of them? This is like saying: “Some men think they
should treat their wives with the same respect they desire;
some ignore their wives; others think it’s okay to beat them.
Who’s to say only one way can be right?” The structure of the
argument is the same, but it is obvious that the conclusion is
wrong. A critic might understandably question our assurance
that what we believe is the final truth given that there are
so  many  people  who  disagree.  But  it  is  faulty  logic  to
conclude that no beliefs can claim final truth simply because
there are so many of them. Fourth, since the criticism rests
upon the idea that two or more conflicting beliefs can be
true, we must challenge this assumption. It can be shown to be
incorrect by looking to everyday experience. If my wife says
it is raining outside but my son says it isn’t, do I take my
umbrella or not? It can’t be both raining and not raining at



the same time. Likewise, if one person says Jesus is the only
way to salvation and another says He isn’t, no more than one
of them can be correct.

Some people, of course, will challenge the notion that our
knowledge  of  God  is  like  knowing  whether  it  is  raining
outside.  God  is  not  a  part  of  nature;  He  is  “wholly
other.”This issue is much too involved to develop here. But I
believe  that  this  thinking  is  fundamentally  a  prejudice
against authoritative revelation. God has spoken, and He has
given us evidence in this world to confirm what He has said.

This challenge to Christianity and many others like it are not
easy to deal with. But if defending the faith means responding
to the challenges of our day, we must prepare ourselves, as
difficult as it may be. Otherwise, we can’t expect to be
heard.

The Case for Christianity Part 1
Earlier I wrote that one of the tasks of apologetics is to
present a case for the truth of the biblical message. Now I’d
like to present a few foundational considerations, and after
that we’ll look at how we might construct a case.

When Christians are called upon to present a case for the
faith, they are, in effect, being asked to offer proof that
Christianity  is  true.  What  evidences  or  arguments  can  be
marshaled to establish the truth of what we believe?

What we would like to do is make a case which no person of
reasonable intelligence can fail to accept. But the Bible
acknowledges the reality that many people will not believe no
matter how compelling the evidence. Remember the story in Luke
16 about the rich man who died and suffered torment? He begged
Abraham  to  send  Lazarus  back  from  the  dead  to  warn  his
brothers about what they also faced. Listen to the response.
Abraham  said,  “If  they  do  not  listen  to  Moses  and  the



Prophets, neither will they be persuaded if someone rises from
the dead.” A determined will can ignore the best of evidence.

Unless we are talking about proof in the mathematical sense,
we  need  to  note  that  proof  is  person-relative;  what  will
convince one person might not convince another. This doesn’t
mean,  however,  that  Christianity  only  becomes  true  when
someone is convinced. It’s true whether anyone believes it or
not.

In making a case for the faith we seek to present a sound
argument which will be persuasive for a particular listener.
On  the  one  hand,  this  consideration  frees  us  from  the
responsibility  of  having  an  argument  which  will  convince
everyone; on the other hand, it means that we must not depend
upon “one-size-fits-all” arguments.

Even if we’re able to deal adequately with the challenges of a
given individual, we need to also note what the real basis of
our belief is. A true knowledge of God is based upon divine
testimony  which  is  accepted  by  faith,  but  which  is  also
confirmed for us by evidences of various types. The testimony
of Scripture about such matters as the work of Christ on the
cross and justification by faith are things which can’t be
proved; they are accepted by faith.

We must also remember the nature of our message. Christianity
is not just a system of beliefs, but rather the message of the
One who is truth. This is an especially pertinent point today,
given the mentality of the younger generations. Today we’ve
lost the confidence in our ability to reason through the major
issues of life in a disinterested, scientific manner and come
to firm conclusions. Conceptual schemes that don’t touch us
where we really live hold little interest anymore. We need to
draw people to Jesus who is the answer to the major questions
of  life.  Christianity  is  living  truth,  and  it  should  be
preached and defended as such.



We  might  only  be  able  to  convince  the  non-believer  that
Christianity is plausible or believable. But that’s a good
start; often it takes many steps for a person to come to
faith. Our job is to provide a solid intellectual foundation
to make those steps sure.

The Case for Christianity Part 2
Now  we’ll  finish  our  discussion  by  outlining  a  way  of
presenting a case for Christianity. Note that this is just an
outline; it’ll be up to you to fill in the details.

Since God created the universe and is active in His creation,
there is no lack of evidence for the truth of Christianity.
When I use the word “evidence,” I’m using it in a broad way to
include not only factual evidence, but logical arguments and
human experience as well. Evidence is anything that can be
brought to bear on the truth-claims of Scripture.

As  we  present  evidence,  we  must  be  aware  that  the  false
presuppositions unbelievers hold about God, man, and the world
might skew their evaluation of the evidences. In fact, the
idea of encouraging people to evaluate Christianity makes some
people uneasy. Are we allowing sinful people to bring God to
the bar of judgment? No, we aren’t. We are simply recognizing
that, although the Bible never hints that anyone is justified
in rejecting its message, it does present witnesses to the
truth, typically through historical reminders and miracles.
Further, because unbelievers are made in God’s image and live
in God’s world, they have some understanding of the truth, and
we can appeal to that understanding.

We can divide the kinds of evidence at our disposal into three
categories: fact (or empirical evidence); reason (or logical
thinking); and experience (or human nature and the experience
of life).

These three kinds of evidence can be used two ways: evaluation



and explanation.

First, we can look for evidence in a given area which confirms
Scripture. This is the evaluation aspect of apologetics. So,
for example, we can ask, Are there observable facts which
affirm  what  Scripture  teaches?  Consider  history  and
archeology.  Are  the  teachings  of  Scripture  coherent  and
logically consistent? Yes, they are. Typically, people who say
there  are  contradictions  in  the  Bible  have  a  hard  time
remembering one. Is what the Bible says about human nature and
human experience true to what we know? Yes it is; we can
identify with biblical characters.

The second way we use evidences is to see if Christianity can
explain them. The following questions might clarify what I
mean. We can ask, Does the Christian worldview explain the
facts of nature? Yes, it does, for it says that Jesus created
and  sustains  the  universe.  Does  Christianity  provide  an
explanation for the reliability of human reason itself? Sure;
we are created in the image of God with intelligence. Does the
Bible explain human nature and experience? Yes, for it relates
that, while the image of God and common grace enable us to do
good to a certain extent, we are given to sin because of the
Fall.

In  this  essay  I’ve  tried  to  provide  some  foundational
principles for defending the faith. As we prepare to give an
answer to our society, it’s important that we learn to think
logically, that we respond to the questions of our day, that
we become familiar with the broad range of evidence at our
disposal, and that we consider the person or persons we are
addressing as we present our case. With this in mind, we
exhibit the truth of Jesus Christ in all its splendor, and, as
always, leave the results to God.
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